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GEEERAL ISTROEOCnON 
To those •uninitiated into tiie secrets of chemistry 
tliere may seem little connection between the manufacture of 
plastics and the utilization of agricultxiral wastes. Forfur-
al is the name of the chemical fjhich forms the strongest link 
between the two. 
Less than ten years ago furfural •^a.s talcen from 
the laboratory shelf and put into commercial production. It 
was made from a waste product, oat hulls, and the amount 
that could be made was limited only by the demand for furfur­
al. Hany ne^ uses for furfural have been discovered, and 
in 1929 one laillion, five hundred thousand pounds of it Here 
used. Still the production of furfural is limited by the 
number of uses it can find. Sven after all the available oat 
hulls are being used to produce furfural, there still lies 
another agricultural waste, the com cob, ready to be util­
ized, and the amount of this raw material produced annually 
is tremendous. 
The value of finding new uses for fiirfural lies, 
therefore, in causing the production of furfural to consume 
a larger amount of the farmer*s waste products and thereby 
to increase the utility of products which he produces, as 
well as to add to his income. 
rs. 
i 
i 
jl Ftirfaral is a liquid, having a light yello-c? color 
i| -when freshly distilled, but a color varying "betsreen yelloisr 
j and dark brown after exposure to li^t and air. It has a 
i specific gravity of about I.16 and a boiling point of 161.7 ° 
;; C. Chemically it is an aldehyde and reacts according to 
; the characteristics of that group. Cue to the fact that the 
I aldehyde group is attached to a furane ring, the aldehyde re-
i actions are often very niuch less distinct, and it has many 
: characteristics not coismon to aldehydes but derived from the 
: furane group. 
The potential uses of furfural are enormous. It 
is predicted that sose day we shall knos? the chemistry of 
furfural even as T?e knoii? the chemistry of benzene and its 
) 
i derivatives today. Progress to^rards this 3aiof?l€dge is con-
I 
j stantly being laade, and as this Iniowledge is acquired, the 
I uses of furfural will increase, and the waste materials of 
I agriculture will be utilized in the same manner that coal 
I tar is today. 
The purpose of this thesis is to add something to 
i the uses of furfural, either as a direct application in some 
^ ne^ use, or by addii^ to the general kno-crledge of the char-
: acteristies of furfural-
k 6 
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Part One 
TH3 U3S 0? FURFURAL AI-ID ITS DERIVATIVES 
IS TH2 PH0CSS3ING 0? RUBBER 
8 
TS£ PRS?ARA7I0!T A^D USE OF POLYTHIQj'UrimAL 
A3 A WLOAI'nZATIQg ACCSL5RAT0R 
lUTRODHCTIOB 
Forforal and its derivatives are being used by the 
rubber industries in gradually increasing amounts. The nat­
ural trend of the investigators has been towards the nitro­
gen derivatives as it has been found that it is usually the 
nitrogen coiapounds -sfhich have an accelerating action in the 
vulcanization of rubber. Dubosc (7) did the pioneer tj-orls: on 
the aside and aiaine derivatives in 1920 and patents on the 
use of furaaide, furfurin and other nitrogen derivatives of 
furfural ^rere issued to Ricard (10) in 1922. The sulphur der­
ivatives Tirere found to have an accelerating action also, and 
differed from the nitrogen derivatives in that Ts-hile the nit­
rogen derivatives -frere slo-s- and rather aediocre as accelera­
tors, the sulphur derivatives are ultra-accelerators of some­
what more cozimercial application. Chute (6) patented the use 
of an accelerator made from furfural and thiourea. Romani 
(11) T7orked on dithiofmroic acid and Bruni (^) took out a Ger­
man patent in 192^ on the preparation and use of dithiofuroic 
acid as an accelerator. Russell and Stevens (12) patented a 
preparation to be used as a rapid-curing cement for splicing 
innertubes, which used zinc dithioforoate as an ultra-acceler­
ator. The Miner Laboratories have developed the manufacture 
of the metallic salts of <Jitlilofuroic acid, and offer for 
sale the lead and zinc salts as ^ell as tiie acid itself. 
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HISTORICAL 
Furfural reacts with hydrogen sulfide under a nuca-
ber of various conditions and a few of these reactions have 
"been studied to sone extent. Banmann and Fromm (1) studied 
the action of gaseous hydrogen sulfide on a solution of fur­
fural in "benzene and chloroform at and they isolated a 
coapound which analyzed C^H2|.0S. They obtained t-ro forms of 
this compound, the more soluble form having the molecular 
fonaula (C^H]^OS)^ and the more insoluble form having a mole­
cular "sreight of about 2200 which would correspond to a mole­
cular formula of (C^Hjj^0S)2i|.* 5^© latter form was produced 
by the action of furfural on ammonium sulfide at room temper­
ature. The product obtained softened at S0° and melted at 
90-92°c, 
.Almost twenty years later Lintner (S) who was 
studying fermentation found that after fermentation, solutions 
containing furfural had not a trace of furfural left, but had 
acquired en ui^leasant brea^-like odor. He found that HgS 
acts very easily on aqueous solutions of furfural, giving a 
product which had a penetrating odor, and he called it poly-
thiofurfural. By adding a few drops of HCl or H2S0i|., the 
milky emulsion which was first formed is coagulated. It was 
a rubbery mass which on standing darkened in color. 
Ko farthex study of the reaction betiyeen fnrftiral 
and HgS T^as made (with the exception that reactions betureen 
aldehydes and HgS were investigated as a type reaction) -un­
til 192S "srhen Meints (5) pricing on the reactions of liquid 
EgS axided furfural to liquid HgS and let the fixture stand 
in a sealed test tube at rooa temperature for several weeks. 
A reaction took place and a solid was obtained which had the 
sane, penetrating odor and darkened on exposure to air and 
light. It was slightly soluble in benzene, but nore soluble 
in ethyl acetate and he therefore nade an atteinpt to crystal­
lize the compound fron this material. Yellow crystals t?ere 
I obtained but they were ertreiaely difficult to recover, inal-
! 
[ ysis of these crystal by the Carius method gave about 22.5^ 
I sulphur, indicating a ncKio-sulphur derivative hsving the same 
empirical formula as the compound of Barmann and From. 
In order to make sure that the sulohur had not dis-
f 
turbed the oxygen in the farane ring, a test for thiophene 
; was nade with isatin in concentrated sulphuric acid. Tnis 
; test failed due to the charring of the cotapound in the acid. 
However, fuxane, furfuryl alcohol, and fiiroic acid gave no 
reaction with liquid HgS, indicating that the reaction be­
tween the HgS and the furfural was an ^dehyde reaction. 
1 o 
THE ?RS?iSA7I0^ 0? FOLYTHIOFORFOH^ 
The preparation of polythiofiirfural fras based on 
the fact that furfural will reaict 7?ith hydrogen sulfide in 
dilute aqueous solution. At room tesperature furfural is 
soluble in water up to a concentration of eight per cent. 
At this concentration, however, the reaction does not go to 
couplet ion and a large amount of furfural reaains uncomrer-
ted. 
An observation of the rate of reaction showed that 
as the H^S gas is bubbled through a furfural solution, the 
solution roaains perfectly clear until enough gas has dis­
solved in the ^ter to bring it to a certain concentration, 
when the solution begins to appear cloudy as the polythiofur-
fural is formed in colloidal particles. This removes the 
HgS from solution, allowing aore of the gas to be absorbed. 
The first work was done in saall wash bottles run 
in series, so that there would be a complete absorption of 
the gas. The concentration of the furftiral was varied from 
one to eight per cent. By talcing a small sample from each 
concentration at a regular time interval, the amount of fur­
fural which had reacted could be determined. The sample was 
treated with a small amount of HCl which neutralized the 
charge on the particles and coagulated them. The amoimt of 
plasticity of the product obtained was taken to be a measure 
of the completeness of the conversion. The product varied 
fron a thin sticky sjrap, through a rubhery stage, until the 
most completely converted material had absolutely no plas­
ticity at room temperature, "but appeared to be a crystalline 
compound having a li^t yellow color. Ihis color gradually 
darkened on exposure to li^t and air, but renained isuch 
siore stable if protected. On the addition of the acid to the j 
suspension the precipitate resembled a heavy precipitate of 
silver chloride. 
These experiments showed that a solution of from 
two to four per cent furfural allowed the reaction to go to 
completion in the shortest time. Farther tests varying the 
I temperature and agitation shois-ed that the reaction could be 
! 
accelerated by temperature and also that the better the gas 
t 
•was absorbed the more rapidly the furfural was converted. 
Agitation aided in this absorption, but by using gas ti^t 
i 
; bottles the absorption could be increased very conveniently 
as a pressure could be built up in the bottle by the cylin-
\ 
der of gas. By these means the solubility of the gas was in­
creased and better absorption tras obtained. 
A large laboratory set-up for producing the com-
i pound was then constructed. The absorption bottles contained 
from three to four liters and were connected in a series of 
; six bottles to a cylinder of gas. The flow of gas was reg-
; ulated so that at no time did any gas escape from the last 
; absorption bottle. The three per cent furfural solution 
i 
i was heated to 75^0* before being treated. Conolete conrrer-
! 
sion of the furfural in the first bottle in the absorption 
train -aras obtained in about t-aro hours. 120 grams of furfur­
al TJ-as used to make up the solution in the first bottle and 
160 grains of the polythiofurfural T^ere obtained. As a bot­
tle was reaoyed from the series the next one connected 
. 
to the cylinder and a neisr bottle added to the end of the 
series. The second bottle -sras completely converted in ano­
ther hour, so that the system was then producing polythio­
furfural at the rate of about I60 grass per hour. The run 
i Tras carried out at a room temperature of 100°?. so that by 
1 
I the time each bottle lyas removed it had not cooled below 
i kO^C, The reaction seemed to be soaetrfaat exothermic since 
the temperature of the bottles r^sained so high throughout 
j the run. 
I The same product was obtained regardless of the 
I initial state of the furfural. Freshly distilled furfural 
; was used in some runs while furfural which had been stored 
; for two or three years in tin cans was used in others. If 
i 
; the furfural was very deeply colored the solution of it in 
i water caused a brown scum to form on the surface, and the 
; solution had a yellow color. The brown scum was believed 
; to be polymerized furfural, which is only slightly soluble 
i in water. This was reaoved before the solution was used." 
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DISCUSSION ArJD RESULTS 
The product obtained by the reaction of H^S with 
an stoaeous solution of furfural was compared isrith the pro­
duct obtained by Baonann and Froam (1) and Meints (9) to see 
if they -Hrere identical. 
An analysis of the sulfide "sras made to determine 
the per cent sulphur. The procedure used was the standard 
method used in rubber analysis, precipitating the sulphur as 
BaSOij.. The results of three runs were: 
1. 27.6 per cent sulphur 
2. 26.9 « w « 
3. 27.1 " " « 
Heints analyzed his compound to be about 22,5 ?sr 
cent sulphur which checked very closely the sulphur calcula­
ted for C^E^pS. The above determinations are lo-wer due to 
the fact thai the confound •^ras not obtained in quite so pure 
a state as it wa^ not recryst alii zed from ethyl acetate as 
was Meints*, and undoubtedly contained a slight amount of 
impiirities-
The melting point determination was also carried 
out and checked Meints and Baumann and Fromm to a degree, 
but since the compound is so difficult to obtain si>solutely 
pure, it softens within a isuch lower range. Baunann and 
Proam report the nelting point to be 90-92°, and Meints 
found it to be approxiiaately product as obtained 
from the aqueous reaction begi.ns to soften about JO® but 
is not entirely liquid until 100*^. 
It seeas lilcely that the highly polymerized poly-
thiofurfural that Baumann and From obtained is the sane 
cojspourid that Heints obtained by liquid EgS and Lintner ob­
tained by gaseous Althou^ little is said about the 
solubility of these products such data a^ are given checks 
. exactly. The solubility of the aqueous furfural product 
has been studied and it was found to be soluble in furfural, 
ethyl acetate and acetone, slightly soluble in benzene, 
1 carbon disulfide, and ethyl alcohol, '.nsoluble in ether, 
gasoline and ligroin. 
The best way to purify the coinpound is recrystal-
1 lization froa ethyl acetate and that is difficult. Steam 
I distillation even with the use of super-heated steam will 
; not cause it to volatilize. Ihen dry-distilled in vacuo it 
' deconposes even at 10 mm. pressure, forming difurylethylene 
i (11). 
The structure of the polythiofurfural has been 
i proposed as a polymer of the following compound; 
E-
H C \ 
•E 
of® 
0" 
t This structure has further proof in .the formation of difur-
ylethylene (2). 
H H  H H  H H H H  
C—C C—0 'c — c  c  —c'  
n n I II —• I I 1 II -• 2s 
0, ,0—o=s + s=c—0 c a 0—0=0^0, ,a 
^ \ y * •  N . X *  ^ y ^ H O E  H  0  H  E  0 ^  H  H  0  S  
An estinate of the cost of producing polythiofur-
foral can be made by observing the yield per cjuantity of 
materials used,» 
120 grams furfural © l?"!^ pound 0463 
55 grans hydrogen sulfide @ 50^ pound 0606 
5 grains ECl for coagulation @ per pound. .... .0004 
l6o grams polythiofurfural cost .^.1073 
; Cost per pound ^.303 
I These figures do not allo-vr for the cost of labor 
i and equipzaent but they do use the prices for furfural and 
; hydrogen sulfide which are the prices quoted for small asiount 
i The price of furfural can be reduced to as low as nine cents 
, per pound if purchased in tanlc-car lots, and hydrogen sul-
fide can be produced more cheaply by the action of sniriatic 
; acid on iron sulfide than it can be purchased in cylinders. 
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THS USE OF POLYTHIOFJEFURAL AS A ROBBER AGCHLSRATOR 
1. Proeedore 
The procedure necessary to test out a new com­
pound as an accelerator is varied according to the uses to 
•^lich it is proposed to pnt the accelerator aad according 
to the judgment of the operator. Nevertheless, a standard 
method of proceeding is desirable and if used is more like­
ly to give coisparalJle results. The following procedure is 
the general .method followed in order to get complete sta­
tistics as to the value of a neg- accelerator, 
au Kie accelerator is first tried out in the 
following recipe: 
Pale crepe 100 parts 
Zinc 02ide 10 ® 
Sulplmr 5 * 
Accelerator .5 " 
Cure for 15, 30, 60, 75* 90 uiiantes at ^7^?, 
(^0 pounds steam pressure). 
¥ary the amount of accelerator fron .2 per cent to 
1 per cent, and repeat these runs. 
Samples of all runs are tested for tensile strength 
in pounds per square inch and for per cent elongation. 
"b. The sulphur content is varied fro2 tw to six 
parts per hundred of rubber. By varying the sulfur and 
19 
accelerator ratio it is possible to find the sulfur content 
for bigb and low accelerator ratio. The information is 
desirable when the accelerator is later used in noit-bloozaing 
cospounds. 
c. The zinc oxide content is then varied froa 0, 
3, 10, 20, tO parts, using the best sulphiir-accelerator 
ratios. In this canner the accelerating effect of zinc oxide 
is also detenained. 
d. The accelerator is used without any zinc oxide, 
using the amount of accelerator determined as the best one 
to use, TTarying the sulphur froE five to ei^t parts. 
e. The effect of inorganic activators is determined 
by using the follovrlng recipe: 
Pale crepe 100 
ZnO, Ca(0H)2> FbO,MgO 3 
Sulphur 5 
Accelerator .5 
A blarik; is also run, using no secondary catalyst. 
f. The scorching tendency (partial curing on the 
mill, due to the heat of nilling) of a nen accelerator is 
deteannined by getting curing curves of a cocipound as given 
in 1, at 20#, 30#, 75^ stem pressure. If the 
coi!ipound cures slowly or not at all at 20#, there will be no 
trouble due to scorching if properly handled. 
g. Experiments on the recipe given in 1, are 
20 
carried out to see whetiier the accelerator cures equally 
well in steam (wrapped and unwrapped) dry heat, soapstone, 
and press. 
li. Toxicity, odor or staining and discoloration 
effects of the accelerator in the recipe should be deter­
mined. 
i. The accelerator should "be tested in r^resen-
tative factory conpounds to determine proper cure, tensile 
strength, elongation, permanent set and aging properties. 
On tread coinpounds, resistance to tear, abrasion, stress-
strain and hysteresis ^ould also be tested. 
2. Results. 
Fifty grams of the poljrthiofurfural, prepared ac­
cording to the methods previously described was milled into 
grams of blended rubber (mixture of pale crepe and smoke 
sheet) to prepare a master batch of the accelerator for use 
in compounding. The i>olythiofurfural was easily soluble in 
the zrubber. This master batch was, therefore, easily used 
in making experimental runs since in a thousand gram batch 
if hundred grams of the master batch were used, it would 
mean the use of exactly one per cent of the accelerator. 
The first run was compounded as follows: 
Rubber S75 grams 
Master batch 1^ " 
2n0 50 « 
Sulphur y " 
lOSO grams 
I It was ciired at 295^F- for periods of 5, 10, 20, 
I 60 , 90, 120 siimtes, in sheets, 3/32 inch thick, in a 
I steamheated press, using soapstone to prevent sticking, 
I Tensile strength and per cent elongation are given 
c  
j in table Bo- 1« 
i 
TABLE 1 
Tiiae Tensile SLongation 
5 26^3 510 
10 2635 900 
20 igyi 975 
Ho 1623 975 
60 1656 10^ 
90 1M-2J 1010 
120 1327 io4o 
i It was evident isaediately that it ^as likely that 
i 
I all the samples in this run had been over-cured, since the 
I 
saEjple that ^ras cured for the shortest tine had the highest 
I 
; tensile strengths The accelerator was found to be, there-
I fore, not of the type of diphenyl gaanidine, ^hose curing 
i time at 295°?'- Tro-ald sho-s- a maximuB tensile strength after 
about one hour, but rather it is of the ultra accelerator 
type. 
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A furtlier indication of tlie rapid caring ciiarac-
teristics of tbis accelerator was found in the lailling oper­
ation- This happened to be done by a novice who allo-fred 
the batch to become too hot on the mill, and it cured on the 
isill the first time it wss mixed. 
An aging test made in an orygen bomb (tempera­
ture about aiO^F.) on the sample having the highest tensile 
strength. ' Ttventy-foirr hours bro^jght the tensile strength 
dorrn to I691 poiinds per square inch. 
Since the accelerator contained sulphur, a run. ^ras 
next made to determine if the accelerator would cure by means 
of the sulphur in the accelerator above. A batch tras com­
pounded containing two per cent accelerator and five per cent 
zinc ozide but it i^ould not cure. 
'The reaainder of this batch -sfas, therefore, calen­
dered into sheets l/S^- of an inch thick, and siade into lam­
inated sheets, alternating the batch containing the acceler­
ator TTith another batch Tishich contained five per cent zinc 
oxide and three per cent sulphTir, and had also been calen­
dered into sheets of l/Sk of an inch. Thus by taking six 
sheets, alternating between the two batches, test sheets of 
3/32 tsrere made. The idea of this run was to determine if the 
accelerator -^^auld migrate enough in the curing process to 
cause the entire sheet to becorne cured. Sixty ainutes at 
220^?. gave a tensile of 1779* "which -sras the aaxiaum tensile 
strength obtained from this run. The results in taijular 
fons are given in Tahle Uo. 2. 
I To determine the accelerator ratio •srhich ;i70uld 
j give a aaxiauza tensile strength runs T^ere made at .25 per 
I cent, •5 cent and one per cent accelerator (I.25 per 
I cent "being previously determined.) The cozaponnding formula 
> 
[ was; 
! 
I ^bher ( 900 grams 
I Piaster batch( 
j Zinc Oxide 50 «» 
I Sulphur 30 « 
1 
! 
i 
I Hote: - In the run containing one per cent accel-
I erator, 50 gxams of sulphur were used, and the total rubber 
i content was 950 grams. 
i 
i The curing v?as made from 5» ^0 minutes at 265, 275, 
2S5, 295°F. and in the case of the samples containing .25 per 
I cent or ^5 cent accelerator, -ras even prolonged to 60 j 
I minutes at 
I Even at this proloi^ed time and high temperature 
« 
j the samples containing the lo^er percentages of accelerator 
f 
i trould not cure. The results of the saaoles containing one 
] 
I per cent accelerator are given in Table So. 
1 j The results of these runs brou^t the conclusion 
i 
j 
I that less than one oer cent accelerator vras not effective, 
i 
I but that this concentration -ffould give promising results, 
• as can be noted from the above table. Ten minutes curii3^ 
TABLE 2. 
Tensile strength and x>er cent elongation of robber samples. 
Time Tenperature Tensile Elongation 
20 220 unde retired 
iK) 220 129^ 9^ 
60 220 1779 9^0 
20 2^ lOlS 9^ 
40 1663 913 
60 2k0 l6i}-2 91s 
20 260 1330 930 
iK) ^0 1135 920 
60 260 B96 920 
I : 25 
I 
1 
I 
8 
Table Uo, 3. 
Tensile strength and per cent elongation of rxibber samples. 
, Time Temperature Tensile Elongation 
5 265 2533 SlO 
10 265 3203 320 
5 275 2922 315 
10 275 2923 S25 
5 2^5 3191 335 
10 2^5 2515 330 
5 295 2369 370 
10 295 2173 390 
oc 
I at 265*^ gave a core of 3200 pounds oer souare inch tensile 
in " ~ " g 
I strength. Five mimites at 295® gave a cure of 2269 pounds 
I tensile stxength for one per cent accelerator and 26^3 for 
I 1.^ per cent accelerator, althoagh these results axe not 
i -oerfectly cwnparable because the sulohur content of the two 
I 
I runs is not exactly the same. 
Since it was evident that in all the runs made so 
far, that the samples "Sfere being over-cured, the following 
comDOund was made tro to make runs at lower tenmeratures: 
Rubber 900 grams 
Master Batch 100 " 
Zinc Oside 50 * 
Sulphur 10 
ijQSO « 
Ihe cures were made at 220 , 24o, 260®F. The re-
I suits are presented in Table Ho. 
t 
[ The ultra-accelerating action of the polythiofur-
1 fural f7as indicated in these results. Lo^ temperature cures 
I -grere the most effective in giving high tensile strength. At 
i 
I 2^0® the maxiinuia strength Tras probably obtained sonewhere 
! b€t-??een ten and thirty minutes curing time and at 220° the 
i tensile strength increased steadily up to the total time el-
! lOTTed for curing, giving a naxiaaa of over 400Q pounds per 
i square inch. The results,also, are a check on the accuracy 
i of the former runs made as there is a close correlation of 
c 
I results. At the temperature ranging between 26O to 265 deg-
I rees end a ten minute cure the same tensile strength -s^as 
e 
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Table ;Ko, 4. 
Tensile strength, and per cent elongation of rubber samples. 
Time Temperature Tensile Per Cent Elongation 
10 220 1617 1015 
30 220 765 
50 220 4-104- 790 
10 240 3200 B30 
50 2^0 3735 790 
50 240 3369 S23 
10 260 32^9 JSS 
30 260 2345 S45 
50 260 2350 270 
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obtained in both runs. 
Aging tests in the oxygen bomb for hours on 
this run gave very favorable results. The tensile strength 
after aging is shown in Table Ho. 5* 
These results are sho-sm graphically in Curves Sfo. 
1, 2 and 3* 
Hie next step was to determine the tiae of maximDn 
cure at ninimiTn temperature and therefore, a test tras made 
at 220°F. varying the time from 10 to 120 minutes, using 
the ssaae fonsala as in the previous run. This run was nade 
using a different master batch for the accelerator, which 
ras prepared just previous to the run. The run, therefore, 
served as a check on the previous data as ttsII as a test to 
I determine the curing time. The results are shotm in Table 
f t 
Ho. 6. These data are presented graphically in Curve Ho. 
It. 
I The data collected uto to this Doint constitute 
! f 
! all the tests that were nade to determine optimua conditions 
I 
I for maximum tensile strength. The results of the last runs 
i 
i indicate that the rapid milling at loi^ temperatures there 
is little danger of scorching the mixture on the mill. The 
toxicity of the accelerator must be lo^, for if it had any 
effects they ~ould have been noticed by the operators during 
these runs, which were made for a period of over tiuo months. 
The chief of danger is in the preparation of the 
' ' 29 J > 
I 0 
1 j 
Table Ho. 5. 
Tensile strength and per cent elongation of rubber saE5)les, 
Tine Temper ature Tensile After Aging 
10 220 572 
30 220 2245 
50 220 1505 
10 240 2091 
30 2^0 15^6 
50 2H0 1619 
10 2o0 1227 
30 260 1205 
50 260 77^^ 
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Table TJo. 6. 
Tensile strength and -per cent elraigation of rubber samples. 
Time Tensile Elongation 
10 1^6 990 
20 ' 22?5 255 
30 2175 goo 
iK) 372^ g05 
50 3G^•2 SGO 
70 3350 SlO 
90 353^ g05 
120 35^ 9 820 

oq O 
I 
s 
accelerator, where if proper precautions are not taken, 1 
i 
poisoning fron the H^S gas is likely. The odor of the ac­
celerator was not noticeable in the cored sasples and it 
does not seem to have any tendency- to stain the rubber, 
! 
Three tests of possible applications of the ac- j 
celerators -jrere made. The first test ^ras in a fast curing ' 
1 
tennis sole stock. The accelerator to which the oolythio- ! 
I 
furfuraldehyde -syas canpared was tetrasaethyl thiuxaa di­
sulfide, a patented conmercial ultra-accelerator. The re­
sults axe shown in Table lo. J. 
These results indicated that if the polythiofur-
fural had an accelerating action in this conipoiind it was 
slower than the tetrainethyl thiuxan disulfide, since it is 
apparent that the run containing the polythiofurfural lags 
behind. A siailar compound was, therefore, prepared using 
per cent of polythiofurfural. This compound cured very 
slowly and did not give any near approach in tensile strength. 
It was, therefore, concluded that the accelerator was un-
suited for this compound. 
The next test was made because it was suggested 
by the fact that the anode deposition of rubber requires an 
ultra accelerator in colloidal suspension, and exactly this 
condition is obtained when polythiofurfural is made. The poly­
thiofurfural was prepared in the usual manner, but was not 
coagulated but merely used by mixing the colloidal suspension 
Table No, 7» 
Tensile strength and per cent elongation of rubber samples. 
Time Teji5>er-
ature 
Conmercial 
Acceleratoi 
Tens. 
.25^ Eiiofurfiiral 
-.2^ CossnercisI Acc. 
Tens. 
30 220 15^3 no cure 
SO 220 1457 
10 2kQ 1063 
15 2H0 1571 
30 2i?0 1^42J lk2& 
50 2^0 1299 
6o 2MQ llGi-
go 2^0 1319 
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"tritii latex, and a suspension of sulplrar and zinc oxide» 
Thus by electrolysis the proper airtruxe could "be deposited 
to form a rubber glove or other rubber article, ^?hich -B-as 
then cured by placing in boiling ^ater for thirty minntes. 
The proper amount of the suspension of polythiofurfural to 
use was determined by finding the concentration ^rhich Tiras 
found to be 3-^ P®^ cent solids, also the size of the parti­
cles were examined tinder the ultra microscope and were 
found to be satisfactory .5 to 1 u, lie results of the 
test vrexe not satisfactory, the polythiofurfurgl not being 
active enough to effect a cure in boiling water. 
Another test of the accelerator ^as made in hard 
rubber recipes. The following recipe was tried; 
Bubber 570 
Sulphur 2^ 
Litharge 50 
Master batch 100 
A duplicate run -sras made using a standard hard 
rubber accelerator, -svhich is a condensation product of bat-
eric aldehyde and para amino dimethylaniline. The cures 
were made as follows: 
I 
Temperature Time 
2120 16 hours 
2^0 3 -
250 2.5 « 
270 3 " 
270 1 « 
I 
The polythiofuiftixal saisples Tirould not cure baxd 
at any tezcperature, while the other sscroles gave very good 
tests in tliree hours at , indicating the unsuitability 
of the use of polythiofurfural as an accelerator in hard 
rubber. 
In order to get a comparison of polythiofurfural 
"with thionex and tuads, (coajmercial ultrar-accelerators) a 
run was made doplicating the recipe in which these othsr ac­
celerators had been tested which -aras available. The recipe 
was: 
Rubber 100 
Zinc Oxide 5 
Sulphur 2 
Accelerator . 3)^ 
The run in which polythiofurfural was used had one 
per cent accelerator, as this was previously found to be the 
Co u »? 
best ratio. 
The results of these tests are presented graphi­
cally in Carve Ho. 5* I't is evident that in this recipe the 
polysulfide had reached a higher tensile in ten minutes at 
2^° than had either of the other accelerators in 30 ainates 
In fact, Thionex does not cure at all under 30 nlnutes at 
Tshile the polythiofurfural had cured to 35^0 pounds ' 
per square inch. Since five times as much axjc^lerator -sras 
used when the polythiofurfural -jfas used, this datum is of no 
value except ifhen a comparison of the cost of these amounts 
is made. Thionez is sold for ^3*25 per pound, Trhile an 
estimate on the cost of producing polythiofurfural is a max-
imom of 30 cents per pound. Multiplying this cost "by five, 
since five tines as niach is required, still sho~s a saving 
of over 50 per cent in accelerator cost. 
Co32iparison of polythiofurfural ~ith the other fur­
fural ultra accelerators on the market sho-fTS that it is 
very sisiilar in its action, altho no runs t?ere made duplicat 
ing the ezact recipes under v7hich these other accelerators 
•sfere tested. Bruni (3) states that Zinc dithiofuroate gave 
a cure in the presence of 2n0 at (about 290°?.) in a 
few lainutes. This indicates that polythiofurfural is 
slightly faster, since cures were brou^t about in a few 
minutes, at tmperatures as lo-n- as 2iK}°F. Comparison mth 
thio furfural (C(-Hi.OS)«», is shoma graphically on Curve No. 6 

rorm E-5 
(k2 
(da±a taken fran Txickey and Leucii (13) ), -sfMcli indicates 
that polythiofurfural is veiry mch more active. The pos­
sibility that the polythiofrirfural as nade in aqueous solu­
tion might contain some free dithiofuxoic acid, which gives 
it different properties than thiofurfural, seesns very reaote 
but no positive proof of its absence was made. However, 
regardless of whether it is there or not, the fact reaiains 
that poly thiofurfural as prepared, does have reaarkable ac­
celerating action, comparable to some of the best ultra ac­
celerators on the market, and at an accelerating cost con­
siderably below any other. 
DIFDRYL STErLSHE 
1. preparation. 
The purification of pol3rthiofiirfural ?ras attempted 
"by all the methods that it seemed might give a purer product. 
Among the methods tested vras vacuum distillation and the re­
sult of the experitaent -sas the formation of difuryl ethylene. 
About 100 grains of poljrthiofurfural Tjas placed in 
a 500 cc. Claison flask, and the pressure in the flaslc re­
duced to about ten millimeters of mercury. The receiving 
flask ?ras a 100 cc. distillation flask, the suction pump be­
ing connected to its exit tube. It was cooled by running 
tap -water at 20*^0. over the bulb. The C3.£ison flask was 
slowly warmed with a low flame. At about 60^C. a slight ebu-
lition began, but crystals did not begin to condense in the 
receiving flask until the temperature in the Claison flask 
was 90*^. The distillation was discontinued at 135°C. leav­
ing a black viscous tar in the Claison flask, and giving a 
crystalline product in the receiving flask having a color 
varying from a white to an orange color. About 20 grams of 
the unpurified product was obtained. 
Tests on small quantities showed that petroleum 
ether would wash out the orange color leaving white crystals 
which were comparatively insoluble in the ether. The re­
moval of the orange compound also removed the acrid mercaptan 
4^ 
odox wMcla tiie impure product liad, and left a sweet smell­
ing compound. 
In order to identify the compound, further purifi­
cation was attempted. Hecrystallization froa alcohol gave 
a darkening of the crystals. The best method found "was re­
distillation in Tacuum, -^mich gave a snow white product. 
The redistilled compound melted at lOO^C. It was 
very soluble in acetone, soluble in benzene, ether, carbon 
tetrachloride, chloroform and hot alcohol, and sli^tly 
soluble in petroleum ether and cold alcohol. 
Carbon, hydrogen analysis was made, after tests 
showed that sulphur was not present. 
The analysis gave the following results: 
Sample .2076 grams COg, •5^7^ grams HgO, .0960 grams-
Calculated for C^Eij.0 ; C, H, 5.09. 
Found c, 7^-55; H, 5-17 
The molecular weight determination using the freez­
ing point method with benzene as solvent was 162. The near­
est theoretical wei^t would be 16O.IS, indicating that the 
molecular formula was * 
Snowing the structure of polythiofurfural, the re­
sulting product must be difuryl ethylene in order to satis­
fy the above formula. 
The reaction is: 
45 
EH EE 
c—cf b—d 
il I 11 P\ /C-c=s -h s=9-c^ c 
B S B ^0^ B 
B 
+ 2S 
Pn /C-9=9-C^ C, 
B 0^ BE 0^ E 
preparation of difuryl ethylene tos found to "be 
possible by other means -^rhich were very mich sinipler, if 
not quite as rapid. 
The poly-thiofurf'jiral ^as placed in a beaker pre­
ferably- -Blthout a lip, so that a round bottom flask -sjould 
fit snugly over it. The beaJsier was placed on a hot plate 
and cold water circulated thrcni^ the flask. A good crop 
of pure •white needle crystals condensed on the cold flask 
after about hours. 
2. Test as a Rubber Accelerator. 
The purified compound was tested to deteraine if 
it had any accelerating action. It was compounded as fol­
lows: 
Rubber if-95 grams 
2n0 25 « 
Sulphur 15 * 
Difuryl ethylene 5 ** 
540 grans 
This compound was cured at 220 , 2^0 , 260 , 275 , 2S5 
degrees Fahrenheit for a period of time up to 90 minutes. 
Ho cure was obtained at any temperature. 
These results show that the accelerating action of 
polythiofurfural is due to the C=S group and not due to the 
furane ring, H 
TSK USE OF FUHJUHAL AS A RUBBER SOFTEIIER 
The use of rubbex softeners is resorted to in 
cases "srhere the plsisticity of the nncured stock is of iia-
portance in the preparation of the stock for use. to in­
teresting application is in the preparation of tire treads. 
The tmcured stock is eztruded under pressure through a 
die, molding it into a contimious ribbon -which has the shape 
of the tread, so that it csn be cut into sections and ap­
plied directly to the tire carcass. The plasticity of 
this stock is of great ic^ortance since excessive pressure 
must not be rec^ired to extrude the stock, and the stock 
must reaain cool enough to prevent partial curing of the 
rubber. It is, of course, also essential that the soften­
er have no deleterious effect on the final tensile strength. 
PurfrLral -was tested, and cosapared irith t"!^o com-
non softeners, pine tar and mineral oil. The compound Tras 
2iade up as follows: 
Rubber C 
Accelerator in ( 1000 grans 
i^aster batch ( 
2nO 50 » 
Sulphur 30 " 
Softener 55 « 
1135 g3fazns 
Cfured at 295*^?- ^ot 30» ^ ^0 nimites. 
The furfural milled into the batch as well as the 
other softeners, but being zsore volatile, as much as 50 per ' 
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cent of the furfural ras lost in the first attempt. A sec­
ond run cut down the loss to about 20 per cent. "Kiis batch 
was tested for plasticity and coapared with the other sof­
teners. 
7o deterciine the relative plasticity the stock was 
plied to a thickness of about l^kuz. and a test -oiece of l6 
3232U. diaiseter cut out jTitn a cork oorsr. ^^e sasaule was then 
trimmed to a volume of exactly 2 cc. The sasple Fas then 
placed in an oven at 100°C. in which the plasticity press 
^fras aounted for a Tranziing up period of ten minutes. The 
sample vras then placed between ti?o sheets of paper between 
the flat plates of the plasticity press and the load of 
five IcilograHS applied. Readings of the thickness of the 
test sample were taken at intervals of four to ten minutes. 
The plasticity constant 2 ^as found fron the for­
mula; 
log K ss log thickness / H log time 
^ere IS » log thickness at ^ ain. - log th5olrr>f>gq at 10 min. 
log 10 - log 4 ' 
The results ^ere: 
Constituent K. Value 
Mineral Oil 2. Si 
Pine Tar 2.k^ 
Furfural 2.33 
Since the higher the value of K, the greater the 
plasticity, it is evident that furfural is about per cent 
as 
as efficient as lainersl oil and $5 cent as efficient as 
pine tar, 
The effect of the softener in the cured stoc^ is 
shown "by plotting the tensile strength against per cent 
elongation and is shomi on Curve No. 7 • 
FroH these results it -eras concluded that furfural 
does have a softening effect contpazaiJle to the cosmercial 
softeners now used. Hov?ever, since it is not exceptional, 
and is aore difficult to use due to its volatility, it vrould 
not he feasible to use it since its advantages do not cosi-
pensate for its higher cost. 
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Part Two 
A FDRFIHAL HOLDIHG MATERIAL 
51 
REVIEW OF THE PLASTIC FIELD 
The plastic industry is a young industry. Pre­
vious to the ta-entieth century the world had "been content 
to use the materials supplied by nature for her needs in 
the plastic realm- Since the beginning of the twentieth 
century strenuous efforts have been made to find new mater­
ials to supply the demands of a rapidly developing mechan­
ical age. As a result of this work, we can now enjoy new 
pleasures as w^l as long-felt needs, throu^ the use of 
the telephone, radio, automobile, airplane, and many other 
twentieth century inventions, -^Siich in their present state 
of refinement would never have been possible had it not 
been for these discoveries. 
Thus it has been that many types of molding mater­
ials have been discovered and developed. Each material has 
some unioue superiority which can be most profitably ex­
ploited. A list of all the types which are exist ant would 
be an exceedingly long one, but a partial list of the more 
important materials will give some idea of the magnitude of 
the developments and an idea of the variation in the raw 
materials utilized. They may be classified into: 
I. Natural occurring plastics. 
A. Materials which, even in natxire are plastic. 
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"but which axe ususlly treated or coapounded to 
increase their utility. 
1. natural occurring gums. 
a. Shellac — usiially siised ^dth min­
eral fillers and molded hot. 
"b. Rosin — not a desirable plastic un­
less treated with lime to harden it, or 
combined with a Chinese urood oil in Tar­
nish. It is also combined with glycex-
ine to give a valuable product called 
"ester gum^. 
c. Raboer — used only in small amounts 
Trithout treatment, but in large qaantities 
•Hhen combined rrith sulphur and a large 
variety of other compounds and fillers. 
d. Other gums — a large number used in 
varying amounts, "but small in comparison 
to the above mentioned materials. 
2« Casein — extracted from milk or vegetable 
origin, it is plastic Trhen heated, and is 
hardened to a homy material by treatment 
•ETith an aldehyde, usually formaldehyde. 
One commercial name is Salalith. 
B. Materials, T7hich in nature are not plastic. 
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"bat -diiicli are converted to plastics without de-
cocroosing the original occurring substance. 
1. Cellulose^ 
a. Celluloid or Pyxoxrlin - Hade froa 
nitrocellulose and CEnphor. 
b. Cellulose acetate -clastic - superior 
in stability and non-inflsaability to 
celliiloid, but inore costly to maice. 
c. Vulcanized fibre - treatcient of cel-
lulosic Haterial ifitli zinc chloride, 
d» Maizolith — s1o"3t drying of gelatinized 
cellulosic aaterial. 
II. Synthetic Plastics. 
A. Materials formed by the polymerization of one 
coinpound to a plastic state. 
1. Cuaaxon ~ a resin produced by the polymeri­
zation of cimaron or indene or a mixture of these 
trso compounds. They are hydrocarbons (indene 
contains an oxygen atom also) ;yhich are obtained 
as a byproduct in the refining of naptha ob­
tained in the distillation of coal. 
2. Yinyl derivatives - a resin obtained by 
polynerizing the halides, esters or phenyl 
derivatives containing the ^v-inyl*^ group vmich 
have tills property of easily polymerizing. 
3« Unsaturated ketones ~ a resin siisilar to 
those obtained fTovs. vinyl derivatives. 
4. Acrolein - a resin knotm coonerdally by 
the name *Orca" is obtained by polymerizing 
acrolein usually mth an alkaline catalyst. 
Materials foraed by the condensation of tro 
more coiapounds. 
1. Phenol-aldehyde- Bafcelite, condensite or 
Redraanol are cojzimon coEmiercial names for this 
resin ^ich is the raost widely used of the 
entire group. A large nusiber of phenolic cor:— 
pounds and aldehydes have been tested for this 
reaction and many are conciercially used. Modi­
fied oil soluble phenolic resins of this type 
are known imder the names of Albertol, Thio-
lite, or itoberol. 
2. Polybasic acid - polyhdric alcohol. The 
most ccemon. of this type is glycerol - phthalic 
anhydride and is knot? as glyptal. The narket-
ii^ of coaipounds such a^ ethylene ^ycol on a 
cosmercial scale has brought new condensations 
of this type on the market. 
3. Urea - Aldehyde. Pol lop as and Beetle are 
names of resins of this type. Thiourea as well 
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I as a nuiaber of aldehydes are successfolly used. 
!i&e production of synthetic urea in Germany has 
increased the attractiveness of this resin 
sonetiaes called •'synthetic glass". 
ailphur added to a large variety of confounds 
yields plastic materials of sore or less valuable 
properties and due to the loiy cost of racr mater­
ials is used to qaite an extent. 
5- Ketone - aldehyde. A material "irhich has not 
had very great cossmercial application but -frhich 
has been applied to formaldehyde, furfural and 
other aldehydes, and also to a number of "ketones. 
1 That the field for synthetic materials of the above 
listed types is by no means saturated is beyond doubt. Based 
on unofficial estimates, the total amount of synthetic resins 
I produced in 1929 is in the nei^bo3±ood of 000,000 pounds. 
I 
i The rate of increase is suggested by a comparison with the of-
i ficial figures of 13,^2,230 poxinds in 1927 and a3,i}-ll,000 
j 
I pounds in 192S. What the future holds is entirely a matter of 
I J 
1 conjecture. In the past only small articles have been mami-
i 
I factured, tirhile the greatest field has been in electrical in-
I 
I sulation. At the present time, development of resins for ap-
I plication in the manufacture of molded furniture, beds, in-
i 
I terior trim, and vehicle bodies is progressing rapidly, and • 
5S 
conaexcial production has begun. 
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HISTORY 0? TH2 U32 OF FDEJDRAL IH 
PLASTIC MOLCIIG I£AT2RIAL 
Furfural h.as been known to give resinous bodies 
with extreme ease, ever since it ras first identified as a 
coEipound. Stenhouse (32) who in iS^tO, was the first man to 
prepare any quantity of furfural observed the formation of 
resinous bodies when furfural was boiled with acids and al­
kalies. In later researches he also reported the formation 
of gwsmy resins ^shile 'working Trith furfural and aromatic 
amines and phenols. Claisen (IS) in IBSJ reported the form­
ation of a bro»m resin from furfural and beta-naphthol in 
glacial acetic acid solution, using hydrochloric acid as a 
condensing agent. Meunier (2B) in ISI6 made a study of the 
soluble resins formed from furfural and aniline in the pre­
sence of alkalies. He also prepared a resin from furfural 
and acetone. 
In 191S, furfural was first tested as a substi­
tute for formaldehyde, in the much studied aldehyde - phenol 
condensation. Beckman and Deh-p (1^) reported that furfural 
•ffould condense "sjith phenols in the presence of suitable cat­
alysts, the a3id catalysts yielding insoluble resins and the 
alkaline catalysts yielding soluble resins. This work fur­
nished the stimulus for a considerable amount of development 
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of tMs resin, resulting in the application for patent of 
a number of processes seriously overlapping in their funda­
mental principles, and none of ifhich nade a conaercially 
practical material. In the patent of Sa^, Trickey and 
Miner (3S) filed in 1923, it is stated ^Thus so fax as the 
applicants are aj^are such attenipts to produce from reaction 
products of phenolic bodies and furfural or its equivalent 
a product adapted to hot molding have heretofore failed in 
all cases except those -ssherein there has been present suf­
ficient organic hardening agent, such as hexamethylenetet-
raiaine, to characterize and identify the reaction as the 
•well ImoTO phenol-methylene condensation action.« 
Kovotny (39 and ^), "siho was also one of the pio-
i neers in the work" of applying furfural to the phenol-aide-
i hyde condensation, covers more basic ideas in his'patents 
I than any other man, and contributed a great deal to the tech-
I' 
' nique of handling this ne^r aldehyde in condensation products. 
Dae to the failure of furfiiral to react in the 
• same manner as formaldehyde, many remedies for this diffi­
culty is-ere proposed. Sash, Trickey and Miner formed the 
article in the cold and then subjected it to a long baking 
in order to cause the condensation. To prevent it from 
sticking to the mold, Buxham (37) incorporated into the mix­
ture a metallic so^. Many formulas used part furfural and 
part other aldehydes. Fleet, Patter, and Damar Laccuer Co.. 
i 
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(36) patented a formula using "urea or thioiirea in the f-ux-
fural - phenol resin, 0. R. Sweeney {33) proposed and 
worked out a novel method of making the f'orfural-phenol 
plastic cheaply by digesting com cobs to fona fiirfural, 
adding phenol to the mixture and making a molding material 
in which the resiainder of the cobs served as a filler for 
the cosroosition. A great deal of the developments and 
technique of molding the resin were kept secret, but the 
methods of molding this material have been developed until 
in 19^ the largest conmercial application of furfural so 
far developed -yras in molding resins(29). More furfural is 
now being used in the phenol resin field than ever before, 
but due to other uses for furfural i^hich have been devel­
oped., it does not now occupy as large a share of the total 
production as it previously did. The application of fur­
fural has been limited by the fact that it does not yield 
a li^t colored body. This handicap is compensated in some 
respect by its superior tensile strength, so that it has 
advantages in some commercial applications, as for instance 
in the molding of grinding 'srheels. 
Jinother notable discovery has been that hydrofur-
amide is a valuable catalyst and hardening agent for the 
phenol - formaldehyde condensation, so that a considerable 
amount of furfural is bein^ used some-srhat indirectly in this 
manner* 
However, furfural lias not sacceeded in displacing formalde-
liyde in the "ba^elite field to the extent that the producers 
of furfural had hoped. Looking at the production of hske-
lite plastics for the year 1S29, we find that the total 
amount of furfural-phenol plastics produced represents less 
than five per cent of the total output of bakelite (25). 
During this same year the total amount of furfural produced 
for £11 purposes was a million and a half pounds, the larg­
est annual production the industry has seen (I6). Thus it 
is apparent that the gro^rth of the furfural industry is go­
ing to be directly proportional to its application in the 
phenol—aldehyde resin, unless some other new use for fur­
fural in either another type of plastic or some other un­
related field shall cause an increased demand. 
Bumerous attempts to use furfural in other resins 
beside the ald^yde-phenol type have been made, but not mth 
so mch commercial success. Mains and Philips (27) in 1921 
continued the ^rork of Meunier and prepared a large number 
of soluble resins chiefly by condensing furfural is-ith arom­
atic amines. These resins t?ere dark colored and brittle. 
Other resins were made by condensing furfural tTith acetone 
or methyl ethyl ketone. This latter resin tras patented sev­
eral years later by L. T. Richardson (^3) , but so far as is 
knomi, is not being used commercially to any great extent. 
Mains and PMlips also prepared a peculiar poly-
aer of f;irfural by refluxing furfural witb a large excess 
of sodium hydroxide, and then neutralizing the caustic with 
an excess of hydrochloric acid. If carefully done it yield­
ed a moldable tar, but was easily ruined by using the wrong 
concentration or the Tsrong raanipulation. Another resin pre­
pared by then was aade by adding amoniuza hydroxide to a 
irater solution of furfural, filtering out the hydrofuraciide 
which was formed, and heating it for one hour. Trickey. 
Miner and Brownlee (3^) later duplicated this resin and 
found it to be impure furfurin. Being weak and brittle it 
was not a suitable molding material. 
Another attempt to use furfural as a molding mater­
ial was made by Trickey and Miner {kS and ^7) "tshereby the 
fxirfural alone wa^ heated for a sustained period of time, 
usually in the presence of a catalyst such as a metal or a 
metallic salt. This resin varies according to the time of 
heating, from a soluble, fusible resin to an insoluble in­
fusible state. If this resin is all that it is claimed to 
be it should find considerable commercial application. 
5\irfural was again tested as a substitute for form­
aldehyde in the casein-formaldehyde type of pla«5tic, known 
commercially as Galalith. The original work on this test 
was carried out by Campbell (17) who was able to make a good 
molding composition by mixing casein and furfural and molding 
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•ander heat and pressure. TSiis work later patented by 
Sn^l (^). The final product of this ccxaposition rras 
si Trays black, and for this reason could not. compete xrith 
the formaldehyde method of hardening, which yielded a sup­
erior product. Forsaldehyde gave a li^t colored product, 
and also had the advantage of being capable of hardening 
the casein molded article by an iaaersion in a solution of 
formaldehyde. Furfural "sras not successfully used in this 
manner. 
•C. Sllis (35) aade use of furfural in a plastic 
material made of nitrocellulose. The solution of nitro­
cellulose in furfural ?ras acidulated, and the resulting pro­
duct could be molded or spread out in films. 
Phillips (^2) combined furfural mth lignins 
in the presence of an acid catalyst, and obtained a black 
brittle resinous material. A further study of this ^rork 
Ts-as carried on in the chemical engineering department of 
Iowa State College, using lignins obtained from corn cobs. 
The results obt^ned were not of very great prmise. 
L. T. Richardson (^) made an attempt to use the 
natural polymerization of furfural in the presence of inor­
ganic acidic materials. The product obtained, hoisrever, 
very weak and brittle. Sulphuric acid gave the best results, 
but made a product -Hhich tras intensely acidic, ^ork done in 
the chemical engineering department of Iowa State College 
r>3 
"by p. DeHaan showed tbat no resin of value could be obtain­
ed by the polymerization of furfural with inorganic acid 
aaterials. De Haan not only duplicated the worlc of Richard­
son but also i!iade an attanpt to convert the solid polymer 
into a plastic material. It was found that the solid was 
unsuited for molding, since no matter what temperature or 
pressure was used, no indication of fusibility of the poly-
ner was observed. 
Experiments Determining Proper Proportions and Tests of 
Various Condensing Agoats. 
Farfurin is a derivative of furfural wMcli nay be 
prepared in a nuiaber of metliodsw According to Bertag^^ 
(15) it may "be prepared froa liydrofuraaide (formerly named 
furfuraaide, but more correctly named hydrofuraaide) by heat­
ing it at iaO°C« for one hours. This causes a rearrangement 
of the molecule which yields impure furfurin. 
-C—E H 
\ Ji C— 
oijje^o -c—h ^ ci^hjo—c—h | 
\ I C—C21.H3O 
l-H H 
Hydrofuramide Furfurin 
Farfurin may also be made directly by heating furfural to 
laO^C- and passing asanonia gas into it. 
Kiis latter procedure was duplicated in order to 
prepare some furfurin to test as a vulcanization accelerator» 
The ammonia was generated by heating ammonium hydroxide and 
dried by passing through calcium chloride- Fresh, redistil­
led ftirfural was used. The gas "^as completely absorbed in 
the furfural during the first few minutes, but the furfural 
soon began to become slightly less absorbent, and at the same 
time gradually darkened, until at the end of one hour it was 
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dark "brown. Tlie reaction was exothemiic so tliat the ten^jer-
ature was maintained at 120®C. witli only a slight anount of 
heat. This solution of fiirftirin in fxirfural was then treat­
ed -with a quantity of HCl, to detenaine whether furfurin hy­
drochloride could "be obtained directly. The addition of 
the HCQ. caused the solution to set to a gel in a few monents, 
with the evolution of some heat. In a"bout an hour it had 
become a firm hard piece of material with a shiny black fin­
ish. 
Having observed the ease with which this product 
was obtained, a study was made to determine what treatments 
gave the strongest final product. The furfural-furfurin sol­
ution was prepared by bubbling ammonia for one hour into a 
liter flask of furfural at a rate such that practically all 
of the ammonia was absorbed. Samples were then made up vary­
ing the HCl content from ten to fifty per cent by volume. 
The Paige test for mechanical strength was used to 
determine what percentage of HCl would yield the strongest 
product. It consists in dropping a two kilogram weight from 
heists succeedingly greater by one centimeter upon a steel 
rod resting upon the test sample. The height of the fall 
in centimeters which results in the cracking of the sample 
represents a comparative test of the strength of the samples. 
It was also observed that the age and treatment of the test 
samples would vary the strength and therefore, all the 
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. samples wexe made on the same day, placed under the sane 
storage conditions, and tested at the end of six and ei^-
teai days. The results are shomi in Tahle No. S. 
Althou^ these results Tsrere "oy no neans conclu­
sive, due to sone irregularities in the results, they did 
indicate that a fairly large amount of acid Has necessary 
to "bring a hi^ degree of strength. Further experiments 
indicated conclusively that for the best results it would 
"be necessary to use approximately one third acid to t-wo 
thirds of the furfural solution "by volume. 
The next experiment ^as made to determine whether 
j the use of ordinary technical furfural would give the same 
I product as redistilled furfural. The technical furfural 
had a dark "brotm color and had "been stored in an iron con­
tainer for a3x>ut a year^ The results of the test are shown 
i in Table So. 9* 
I 
It was evident from this experiment that it would 
I be unnecessary to use redistilled furfural in order to get 
a better product. It is unfortunate that the final product 
is always black. If the use of redistilled furfural with 
its accompanying light color wcsild yield a li^t colored 
product that would justify using the redistilled furfural. 
Since furfural alone -srhen treated trith HCl -arill 
polymerize and give a black solid, and since it is the 
TABLE SO. S. 
EFFECT OF RSLATI7S AxOUSTS OF HCl. 
No. % HCl Age Paise Test 
Sp.g.l.lS Days Individual Average 
1 20 6 
a. 12 
b- 4 
c. 3 
6.33 
2 25 6 
a. 3 
I c. 6 
^.00 
3 30 6 
a. S 
b. 9 7.33 
K ko 6 
a. 5 
b. 4 
c. 4-
^.33 
5 10 12 
a^ S 
b# 6 
c. 7 
7.00 
6 20 IS 
a- 3 
b. 10 
cv 6 
6.33 
7 30 IS 
a- 1  ^
b. ii-
12 
10.00 
g ko IS 
5 
b. 12 
c.. 5 
7.33 
9 50 IS 
a., il-
b. 10 
c.. 5 
6.33 
RS 
TABLS SO. 9. 
2FFS0T 0? QUALITY OF FURFJHAL ON STRE'.'GTH OF PLASTIC. 
So. 0^1 Kind of Furfural Age ,, , Paige T est 
Days Individual Average 
10 30 Technical 10 
a. 7 
b. 11 
c. 11 
d 11 
10 
11 30 Redistilled 10 
a. 7 
b. 9 
c. 9 
d. 11 
9 
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addition of the furfurin ishich gives the final product its 
strei^h, the next test mtbs laade to deteriaine hOT? saich fur-
furin "B-as recfoired to give aaziimn results. The procedure 
used to determine this was to r^sove a saall portion of the 
aramoniated furfural at I5 slinute intervals fros a flask ?xhich 
contained the furfural, -s^ich -sras being continuously sub­
jected to the treatment by the amaonia. gas. This sample uras 
then made up into test pieces by adding the same percentage 
of ECl to each sample. Since the quantity of furfural being . 
treated and the amount of gas absorbed should be uniform 
throu^out the run in order to get results comparable in 
units of time of treatment, it tras necessary to bubble in 
the gas at a rate slow enough to insure 100 per cent absorp-
[ tion throu^out the run, and to use a large enough quantity 
of furfural so that the removal of small amounts did not 
take a very large percentage of the total furfural being 
1 
i treated. A four liter fla^ containing 32 liters of furfur-
I al i^as used for the experiment and the gas ^ras regulated to 
flow at the rate of I5OO ccs. per minute. The results are 
; shown in Table So. 10. 
From these tests it vras shotm that after about an 
; hour and fifteen mimites treatment there ^as given no sp-
: preciable gain in strength, in so far as the Paige test 
; showed. Calculating to determine what percentage of the 
1 
: furfural was conveirted to furfurin, an hour and I5 minutes • 
I treatment had converted 16.I per cent of the furfural to ~ 
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TABLE SO. 10. 
EFFECT OF RSLATIVS ii2£0UNTS OF FUHFURIH 
No. Time of treatment of Furfural Paige test 
Tifitli ammonia gas. converted to 
Minutes, Furfurin. Individual Average 
a. 1 
12 30 6.i^5 b. S 
c. 5 
d. 5 
a. 3 
^.75 
13 45 9.6 b. 4 c. 4-
d. 5 
a. 5 
4.00 
14 60 12.9 b. 10 
c. 5 
d. 7 
a. 3 
6.75 
15 75 16.1 b. 12 c. 10 
d. 10 
a. 9 
S.75 
16 90 19.3 b. S c. S 
I a, 4 
s.oo 
17 105 • 22.6 b. 14 c. 10 
d. 10 
a. 5 
9.50 
IS 120 25. S b. 11 c. S 
d. 7 
a. S 
7.75 
19 135 29.0 b. 7 c. 5 
d. 10 
7.50 
Per cent HCl used in samples—23^ by volume. 
Age of sau^iles when tested 10 days. 
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furfurin. At the same tine that the Paige test saaples ^^ere 
aade, some rods were also molded. These were tested for 
strength rather crudely, merely by "breaking by hand. These 
tests indicated that although the longer treatment gave a 
product just as brittle as any of the samples treated for a 
shorter time, still they were more difficult to break. Ihe 
appearance of the fracture was more glassy on the longer 
• 
treated specimens. Another observation Tsras that the longer 
treatment caused more shrinl^age and "srarping of the molded 
product, and cracks irere more liable to appear. 
In order to sometrhat duplicate the results of the 
tests on varying ssounts of furfurin, as well as to deter­
mine the possibility of preparing the furfurin solution by 
another method, the following experiment was made: Hydro-
furamide tras prepared by adding aznmonium hydroxide to a three 
per cent solution of furfural. The hydrofuramide was dried 
and then heated to 120®C- for a period of one hour, which 
converted it to furfurin^ This "was dissolved in furfural in 
the proportion of one third furfurin to two thirds furfural, 
by wei^t. Hydrochloric acid was then added in the usual 
J 
ratio of one third acid to t-570 thirds solution by volme, 
and the mixture molded into rods. The resulting product was 
exactly the same in appearance and strength -srith the product 
I prepared by ammoniating furfural direct. 
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nse of HCl as the polymerizing agent •s'as the 
Hosi; ot-jectionsible feattixe of the He's- nolding r:iaterisl. Its 
disadvantages Trere nuzserous, naaely: the introduction of an 
electrolyte into the material ^hich -sooild affect the elec­
trical insulation properties; the introduction of water into 
the Eaterial ^hich caused •trarping, shrinking and cracking; 
and finally the corrosive action of the HCfl on the siolds if 
other than, glass should he used, and also on any article in 
contact mth the molded product, unless the ECl ^ere thor­
oughly removed-
Other polymerizing agents were tested in large num­
bers. In order to ohviate the necessity of introducing water 
into the material, HCl gas is-as first tested, in hopes that 
thus the Txarping and cracking ^ould he elizainated. The gas 
•^as generated "by dropping concentrated sulfuric acid into 
a flask containing HGli at the rate of 6 ccs. of HgSOi^ per 
minute. This generated a ssiooth flOT? of gas which was huo-
hled into 70 ccs. of the furfural-furfurin solution for a 
period of tiiae varying frosi three to t«renty-five Eiinutes. 
It was necessary to ke^ the solution cool during this treat-
sent, because the moment the tesroerature rose the solution 
congealed^ The Paige tests on these samples coapared to 
soHe saicples prepared -n-ith liquid HCl as in previous runs,is 
shosn in Table lo. 11» It is evident that nothing Tras to 
be gained by the use of the gas. 
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TABLE SO. 11 
Effect of HCl Gas as a Polymerizing Agent 
Somber Aaocmt of HCl Paige Test 
^ liquid 
acid 
Minutes of 
treataent Tsrith 
gas 
Indivic3iial Average 
20 30 
a. 7 
b. 11 
c. 11 
d. 11 
9.75 
a 25 
a. S 
b. 7 
c. 5 
d. S 
7.00 
22 3 
a. 0 
b. 1 
c. 0 
d. 0 
.25 
23 5 
a. 1 
b. 4 
c. 2 
d. 1 
2.00 
2k- 25 
a. 1 
b. 1 
c. 1 
d. 1 
1.00 
Trickey and Hiner (^6 snd ^7) patented a process 
of polymerizing furftiral in the presence of catalysts. 
Their procedure ;7as tested on the furfurin solution. One 
per cent "by weigjit iras added of a mmher of cetallic salts. 
Aqoi^ those tested in this group ^ere aluminum chloride, 
ferric chloride, ferrcjus chloride, ferrous sulphate, sodium 
chloride, zinc chloride, calcium chloride and calcium hypo­
chlorite (bleaching ponder). 
Qq standing in the cold for a long period of tine, 
none of these salts ^(ys&d any polymerizing effect on the 
furfurin solution. The addition of the bleach caused the 
solution to Tzram up, but no other action occurred. These 
samples •sTere then slowly ^ansed for a period of three hours. 
Zinc chloride had the aost effect of any of the catalysts, 
follOTTir^ this treatment. The solution upon -which it acted 
gradually becane synroy, and a solid scum formed on the sur­
face. This rra-s reaoved, and stored. It changed froa a rub­
bery state to a brittle resin having no strength. The re­
mainder of the saaple did not become solid, but retained 
its syrupy consistency. 
Other acidic materials tyere tested following 
these tests. Phosphoric acid acted on the furfurin solu­
tion very slossly, but gradually caused a solidification. 
The sample, however, "sras veiry acidic and also deliquescent, 
mating it unsatisfactory. 
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piiosplioras pentoxide had no effect on the solu­
tion even Tsltli heating. Anhydrous oxalic gcid ^ras next test­
ed. On warming,the mixture gradually thickened and "sras set 
aside to completely solidify- The product obtained -syas a 
crystalline body, larithout any strength. This was Trarmed 
again, and after cooling yielded a brittle dark brown resin. 
Another chemical tested which had some polymeriz­
ing effect was sulphur dichloride. As little as 5 cent 
would react to form a solid material. Saiaples were made 
up both of pure material, and mixed with fillers. The test 
specimens made similar to saiaples prepared with HOI had only 
about one fifth the tensile strength of the HCl samples. 
The pure material was very weak and brittle. An odor also 
remained in the samples which was much worse than in the 
case of HCl. 
Sulphuric acid gave results more drastic than any 
other acid material. If concentrated acid were added, un­
less added very slowly and with constant cooling, the mix­
ture would e25>lode, sometir-es with great violence. It would 
generate a great quan^tity of gas, containing considerable 
sulphur dioxide, and the mixture would expand and solidify 
as a char in the form of a spongy material. If kept cool, 
however, the mixture would quietly solidify and gradually 
harden. It gave a strong material, mch less liable to crack­
ing than ECl, but intensely acidic. Since concentrated acid 
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gare such a sensitive, material, some experiments T?ere made 
using a more dilute acid, Saaples solidified with sulfuric 
acid diluted to two-thirds acid laiid one-third "srater acted 
similarly to hydrochloric, nith the exception that a little 
less acid tras necessary. The proportion of three-fourths 
furfural-furfurin solution and one-fourth diluted acid, "by 
voltjme laade a satisfactory aixture^ Further experiments idLth 
this acid are reported in Section t-sro aiid_ three. 
!5ie action of alkalies on the firrfurin solution 
"B-as also tested. Powdered potassiim and sodim hydroxide was 
added in staall ciuantities to sassples and they were allowed to 
stand for several weeks. So action -spas observed. They were 
then gently warraed for a period of three hours, and allowed 
to cool. The mixture had thickened slightly, "but did not 
solidify. The caustic did not sees to be very soluble, as 
most of it remained unchanged, in the bottom of the beaker. 
Another method entirely different from the above 
tests was atteaQjted in order to polymerize the furfural-fur­
furin solution. This was "by the action of the silent elec­
tric discharge, idiich idea iras suggested by the work of 
Losanitsch (26). The electrical engineering department was 
doing research on high potential effects, so that it was 
possible very easily to place a container of the furfural 
solution between two plates having a potential difference of 
fifty thousand volts. One hour of this treatment had no 
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resinifying effect. 
13ie experiment -eras' not carried out so that conclu­
sive results could be obtained. Since the ftirfural solution 
was in a ^ass container, it is doibtful whether any elec­
trical effects ever reached it. An apparatus whereby the 
discharge would talce place directly through the furfural sol­
ution might give entirely different results. 
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2. The Use of Fillers. 
Almost all of the comercial plastic materials esi-
ploy fillers of soae type in the finished product, and the 
benefits are often numerous. The use of a cheap filler ^11 
of course, redace the price per pound of a plastic used in 
molding, and is often the chief reason for employing a fil­
ler. However, BaJcelite gains not only in decreased cost by 
the use of a filler, but also in iinproved strength. Pure 
Balcelite is a brittle material, but by conrooundir^ it with 
wood flour or impregnating paper trith it, it becomes much 
tougher. Another advantage of a filler is to facilitate 
molding. Bakelite tubes, for instance are built up of im­
pregnated paper wo-and on steel rods, T^ich are then heated, 
? to convert the resin to the infusible state. Other reasons I 
f, 
I for using a filler may be the desire to benefit some property. 
! ^us, mica is used as a filler to increase electrical insul-
\ ation properties, and asbestos is added to increase the resis-
I tance of the material to heat, 
I The following fillers were tested with the new fur-
i fural plastic; com cob flour, corn stalk flour, wood flour, 
[ 
i asbestos powder or fibre, oat hull residue and plaster of 
t 
i Paris. 
1 
1 Corn cob and com stalk flour were both found to be 
; conveniently used in the furfural plastic. Being absorptive, 
i 
I the liquid was soaked up by the flour so that the addition of 
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30 per cent "by t?3igiit of this flour ttouIg make a stiff 
dougji wMch could be molded into any desired shape. Sheets, 
balls, rods or any other article could be made without snich 
difficulty. Using the equipment for making flosrer pots 
which was available in the ceramic department, a mmber of 
fl0v?er pots -crere nade. The furfural plastic material could 
not be -worked as easily as clay, but it was not very diffi­
cult to use. 
The product obtained by this procedure did not 
crack as easily as the pure naterial, but iras almost as brit­
tle. It also retained the acidic odor very tenaciously, and 
it was only removed by drying for a long time. 
The addition of asbestos fibre to the plastic in­
creased its toughness to a considerable extent. Balls mold­
ed with a small amount of asbestos fibre in addition to sorae 
com cob flour, were almost non-breakable. The addition of 
either the fibre or powder also added to the heat resistance 
of the plastic. A sample heated in a gas flame was damaged 
only superficially by the heat, and the penetration of the 
heat to the interior of the sample was very slow. 
Wood flour and sawdust acted very much the same as 
the corn cob and stalk flour. The corn stalk flour seemed to 
be more absorbent than any of the others, so that a stiff 
dough was obtained frori it when using a much lower percentage 
of filler. 
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Oat hull residue is tlae product reaaining after 
oat hulls are digested to produce furfural. It is practical­
ly a TTaste product, and is produced in large quantities. It 
would, therefore, be an ideal S.ller, provided it could be 
successfully used, ^en it was added to the furf\iral plas­
tic it -STas very non-absorbent so that large quantities -were 
easily added, the plastic serving as a binder for the oat 
hull particles. 
•nie additicai of the residue had a beneficial ef­
fect on the strength of the product. Sazcples of the various 
fillers made up into tensile briquettes •srere tested for ten-
I sile strength and the results are shousrn in Table ]So. 12. 
A cozaparison of the effect of using hydrochloric 
or sulphuric acid is also shoim in the table. Apparently 
the sulphuric acid gives the strongest product. As sho-sm 
I in section three, the use of HCl -Eras found to be the best, 
1 
•! in roite of this gain in strength, because it was more 
» 
i easily removed subsecuent to its use. 
i 
i Since the oat hull residue had a beneficial ef-
j 
i feet on the strength, the possibility that it night be cue 
i 
j to the cslciuH sulphate it confcained -c^as considered. When 
I 
I the residue is discharged from the digesters it is slightly 
i 
i acidic, and this acid is neutralized -sfith line. This leaves 
! ' 
i a small snount of calcium sul-ohate sixed T!?ith the residue. 
i 
i 
i 
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TABLE HO. 12 
Effect of Fillers on Farfizral Plastic 
Contposition Age Tensile 
strength 
#/sq. in. Ho. Furfural 
solution 
cc. 
Eca 
cc. 
EgSOij.** 
cc. 
Filler 
gma. 
Days 
1 €t. 
"b. 
c. 
d. 
Igg 27.5 0 Oat hull 
res. IS^ 
1 
15 
19 
1^ 
370 
6S0 
600 
2 a. 
b. 
c. 
190 27 0 Saw dost 
55 
/• 0 
9 
15 
370 
3 a» 
b. 
c. 
d. 
200 90 0 Com Gob 
flour 
52.5 
2 
10 
17 
21 
235 
^5 1|>20 
4^5 
4 a. 
b. 
c. 
200 90 0 
Corn Cob 
flour 33.2 
Oat hull 
res. ^1.0 
3 
11 
IS 
310 
365 
510 
5 a. 
b. 
c. 
2iK) 0 60 Oat hull 
res. IS2.5 
7 
11 
12 
m 
530 
6 a. 
b. 
c. 
230 0 70 
Com cob 
flour H0,2 
Oat hull 
res. 73 
k 
11 
Jko 
765 
590 
*7 a. 
b. 
c. 
2kQ 0 60 Com Cob 
flour 5^.2 
Oat hull 
res. 5^ 
iL 
11 
16 
590 
795 
792 
OCiiliJJiCO « W -UiO. XYCLViJk w *3® 
• » The sulphuric acid was 2/3 concentrated acid and 1/3 •water. 
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Sone espexinents -ssrere Eade mixing a small amoimt 
of gypsum and also plaster of Paxis •f?itti. tlie furfural plas­
tic, 'She plaster of Paris combined frith some of the water 
left in the plastic, and Tras also of some help in the pre­
vention of cracking. It also had some beneficial effect on 
the strength of the product- The gypsum had little effect. 
A nimber of rods and tubes T^ere solded containing 
a small amount of plaster of Paris. Use of the plaster of 
Paris- •sras convenient in molding the tubes by the centrifu­
gal method described in (C) under section five. Ordiiiary 
plaster of Paris contains a small amount of calcium carbonate 
TEThich is a handicap to its use, since the acid acts on the 
carbonate to form COg- The CO2 makes the product porous. 
Since plaster of Paris has an affinity for Trater, it could 
be used to good advantage in the plastic. It reacted -srith 
the Trater introduced with the acid, -crhich reduced the amount 
of shrinkage and cracking and at the same tlnie added to the 
strength of the product. 
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3* Eiperiaents to Reduce Odor and Acidity, Iiapxove Strength 
and PrevKit Cracking. 
The use of either hydrochloric or sulphuric acid as 
the polymerizing agent caused the finished product to retain 
an acidic odor, as •s'ell as to have a corrosive action with 
whatever it came in contact. Since these were the only chexa-
icals TThich acted in a satisfactory manner, the best idea 
seemed to be to use them and then to get the acid which re­
mained in the product, renoved in some other way. 
Ihe first idea was to store the articles in a con­
tainer of flaiie caustic, ifter from twenty-four to forty-
ei^t hours, they were removed and washed. The odor was gone 
to scHne extent in all cases, and the surface was not acidic. 
However, the treatment only neutralized the acid on the sur­
face, "becsuse a fracture revealed that it was as bad ^ ever, 
internally. 
In order to hasten the migration of the acid to the 
surface, the articles were placed under a bell jar with a 
high vacuum. Along with the sazrtples was placed some flake 
caustic to keep any acid liberated neutralized. This treat­
ment worked better with the sasiples treated with HCl, since 
it was more volatile than the sulfuric. At best, however, 
it was not satisfactory. Instead of the flake caustic, 
ammonia gas was admitted to the jar to neutralize the acid. 
This caused a white powder to form on the surface of the 
articles, ^^ch was evidently asmoniuEi ciiloride or sulphate. 
This coiild "be removed by Ti^ashing, and the surface -aras ag"ain 
bright and shiny. This treatment did neutralize the sur­
face acidity also, but did not penetrate more than about an 
ei^th of an inch below the surface^ 
lone of the tests so far made aided siuch in the 
problem of preventing cracking. As shown in section two 
the a^diticHi of fillers aided a great deal in the preven­
tion of warping and crackii^, and a large nuaber of satis­
factory pieces were aolded. The pure material, however, was 
only successfully molded in thin pieces, •where the acid 
was more easily removed, and drying or curing was snich more 
uniform throu^oiit the piece. 
The use of some solvent that would penetrate the 
material and carry out with it the acid and moisture was 
suggested and tested. Samples were soaked in a large num­
ber of organic solvents but almost invariably cracked when 
they were removed. Ethyl acetate seemed to have some bene­
ficial effects, but not sufficient to warrant the use of 
it. Carbon disulfide seemed to have a peculiarly deleter­
ious effect. After soaking a sample in that solvent, al­
most the moment it was removed, it began to crack. This 
was no doubt due partially to the rapid evaporation of the 
carbon disulfide from the surface, which set up internal 
o , 
strains. 
Balcing or drying the material very slowly sone-
^#hat in the order of the method of drying lumber, seemed to 
"be a possibility worth trying. On large pieces this was 
nade diffica.lt due to the fact that it ^as difficult to pre­
vent the surface from drying before the interior ^as dried, 
and thus strains were set up nhich Tsrould crack the laaterial. 
Tests were therefore, first made on golf tees, rods and 
tubes. The use of hydrochloric acid ^as found to be advan­
tageous, due to the fact that it could be driven out at 
the same time that the drying toolc place, ^hile sulphuric 
acid remained behind. 
The exact treatment ^hich ^as found to be satis­
factory, varied ^ith the type of product which was being 
aade. In the molding of golf tees, Trhich is described un­
der section five, several methods were satisfactorily ap­
plied. The first method consisted in drying the tees in 
the glass molds. This was done by allots-ing the tees to co­
agulate in the molds, placing the molds in the drier, grad­
ually increasing the temperature up to 90°C. and continaing 
this temperature for from 2^ to 3^ hours. It -syas found nec­
essary to allow the tees to ccaie to room temperature before 
removing them from the molds, because removing then -srhile 
hot would usually make them crack, since this method pre­
vented the use of the molds more frequently than once per 
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2^ hours, a new plan -sras devised. This T!?as to alio-?? the 
liquid to coagulate in the aolds, then to -srarm then to 50^0. 
fox four hours, alloir them to cool for one hour end then 
remove the tees from the mold, thus allowing the use of the 
molds in a cycle of once every six hours. The tees ^ere 
then placed in glass containers, ^00 cc. Srlensieyer flasks 
being found convenient, ^fhese flasks were not stoppered, 
but merely placed in the drier for hours at 90°C. -The 
tees TS-are allowed to cool before being removed from the 
flask- The open flask allowed the vapor and HCl gas to 
slowly leave the tees, but did not dry thea too fast, so 
that they were not cracked. 
Rods and tubes were successfully dried by this 
same aethod. Rods were molded up to a diameter of three 
fourths of an inch, and tubes up to an inch and a half, the 
tubes having an actual thickness in the material up to about 
three-sixteenths in the larger diameters. Some trouble was 
had with warpii^, and it was found best to give the larger 
pieces a much longer time to dry at a lower teaperature, 
and then to increase the temperature for a short tins to 
ninety degrees-
Sulphuric acid was not so satisfactory when used 
in the material subjected to the drying process. Since all 
of the molding had so far been done at atmospheric pressure, 
no idea had been gained as to the effect of pressure during 
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the setting period. So apparatus -n-as available to perform 
this test. However, since sulphuric acid reacts so vigor­
ously, it was thought that advantage of this reaction night 
he taken to sake a test. A inixture ms prepared containing 
20 per cent concentrated sulphuric acid, keeping it very 
cool. This was poured into a six inch section of one inch 
cast iron pipe, and capped at both ends. The pipe vrzs en­
tirely filled iTith the liquid. This pipe was then placed 
in a steel box -shich was available, so that in case it 
burst, no ham Hoold be done. The teaperature of the liquid 
soon rose and immediately "built up tremendous pressures. In 
the first four tests the pipe failed, usually by blowing off 
the csp or "by finding a weak spot in the casting which al­
lowed the gas to escape. Finally some extra heavy pressure 
pipe was used and this stood the pressure satisfactorily. 
The product which weis obtained in this case, was so firmly 
wedged in the pipe that it could not be removed except in 
small pieces, and since it did not seem to be anything better 
than was obtained at atmospheric pressures, no more pressure 
tests were made. 
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Properties of the Plastic. 
A. Physical. 
(1) Density. 
The density of the plastic material was 
determined a large naaber of tiaes and imrarisibly 
resulted in a density of about 1.4. An accurate 
deterjsination of the density of the plastic molded 
into golf tees was made. The golf tees -were those 
made by drying the material for kS hours at 90*^C. 
The wei^t of the ten tees -srei^ed -was 1^.966 gms. 
Their volume -^as measured by ininersing them in 
??ater. A burrette was filled half full of water, 
the reading was talcen, and the ten tees iiTere drop­
ped into the water, care being ta^en thab no bub­
bles i:7ere entrapped. The change in volume was 
10.^1 CCS. The density isras therefore 1.^3 this 
determination. 
(2) Color. 
No matter what treatment or condition 
the raw materials had, the finished product was 
always black. It seems that the polymer of furfur­
al is black and that no matter Trhether furfural is 
used in this plastic or any other plastic, it 
always gives a dark colored resin- Therefore, since 
a black color seems unavoidable, the use of furfural-
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•STill have to be limited to plastics where black 
is either not objectionable or else where it is 
an advantage. 
(3) Tensile Strength. 
Due to the difficulty of molding the 
pure material into a sh^e suitable for use on 
the tensile strength testing machine available, 
the tensile strength data is confined to the 
plastic compounded ^rith various fillers. Tfcese 
dataare presented in section two. A "brief men­
tion of the variable strength values obtained 
would be to state that with corn cob flour and 
furfural residue fillers, the tensile strength 
varied about an average of 500#/sq. in. Values 
were obtained, however, up to SOO#/sq.in. 
(ii-) Compressive Strength. 
Compressive strength tests were run 
on samples of the pure material prepared accord-
ing to standard methods. A rod of the material 
was cut into sections whose length was ^prox­
imately twice its diameter. The faces were pol­
ished as smooth 3^ possible. The results were: 
Sample No. 1; 
Diameter - .350 inches 
Lez^h - .559 " 
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Rupture at 3500 pcfunds pressure# 
Compressive strength = 3^»^^00#/sq.in. 
SaE^jle Ho. 2: 
Disneter - .350 inches 
Length - .77O inches 
Rupture at 3^30 pounds pressure. 
CoEipressive strength = 35 >700 #/sq.in. 
(5) Slectrical Properties. 
(a) Specific resistance. 
Plate So. 1 shows the wiring dia­
gram for jaeasuring high resistances and ^hich is 
particularly adapted for the measuring of the 
volume resistivity of the plastic. 
The terminal (T) of the battery is 
connected to the mercury on which the specimen 
floats. The current passes through the specimen 
to the mercury contained in the compartment (C) 
of Icnown area, which is connected to (d). TO pre­
vent the current which flows over the surface from 
reaching (C) a guard ring of mercury surrounds the 
inner compartment and is insulated from it. This 
guard ring is grounded. 
A key (Kg) short circuits the gal­
vanometer. ^ere the resistivity of the specimen 
is high, the key (Zj) is opened so that the current 
^pec/me 
/V)erc ury R /ng 
Megohm 
tance 
Con necf ions far tveusurtncj yo/um^? res/s t / v if y 
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flo-sTing through the specimen will charge the 
condenser (a). At the end of a period of time 
the key (S^) is closed and the accumulated 
charge discharges through the galvanometer. 
From the "ballistic constant of the galvanometer 
the resistance of the specimen may "be computed 
from the equation: 
R * S t /kd 
^ere 
R » measured resistance in ohms 
S = impressed e.m.f, 
t = time in seconds of charging the condenser, 
k = "ballistic constant of the galvanometer, 
d - deflection. 
From the above value of R, the ^ecific resistance 
may "be calculated from the equation: 
K « R A / L 
Where Z •* specific resistance in ohms per cc. 
a area of specimen in sq. cm. 
L = thicloiess of specimen in cm. 
The results of testing a well cured specimen of the 
furfural plastic are given in Tahle Uo. 13. 
k = 0.0656 micro coulombs 
Calculating for R gives: 
R =• S t / k d 
TABLK NO. 13 
Speolflo Reelatanoe of Furfxiral Plastic 
Oondeneer Oapaolty 
ra. f, 
Time(seoonde) Deflection 
oras. 
e. m. f. 
volt a 
Speolflo 
Reslfltanoe 
.01 5 11 124- 2 X 10^2 
.01 5  11 12l|- 2 X 10^2 
.01 5  11 12i|- % O 2 X lO^'-
.01 5  11 12if 2 X 10^^ 
.01 5 12 12^1- 2.1^ X 10^^ 
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= il2k) (5) /{.O656) (11) z 
= S.59 X 105 obms. 
Calculating for specific resistance "^e have; 
k » r a / l 
= (g.59) (10^) (S.295) / O.iKX) 
- 2 X IOI2 oiias per cc. 
A material ^ich is a good insulator 
should have a specific resistance of 1 x 10^^ 
ohms per cc. Hard rubber has a roecific resis­
tance of 1.5 X 10^- ohms per cc. (19)• It is, 
therefore, evident that the fiirfural plastic has 
a better resistance than hard rubber at the vol­
tage tested (12^- volts). Whether it TOuld sho^ 
up as "jyell at higher voltages frcald be shown by 
a test of its dielectric strength. 
According to Druiamond (20), hard rub­
ber is a superior insulator to the synthetic re­
sins, but in spite of this fact, the advantages 
of molding Tsrhich the synthetic resins have, off­
sets the difference in insulating- value, so that 
synthetic resins are the most xridely used. 
Ogawa, Eanyu and Tanagihaski (31) re­
port a study of the electrical properties of the 
synthetic resins in which they state that the 
furfural-phenol resin is much inferior to the 
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formaldehyde-phenol resin as an electrical insul­
ator. It is possible that by the use of this new 
synthetic molding material using furfural as the 
main constituent,furfural may occupy a larger place 
in ^ectrical insulating materials in the future 
than it does today. 
B. Chemical 
(1) Inflaznmability and effect of heat, 
The furfural plastic is almost non-in-
flazmable, which is surprising, considering the 
fact that it is made from furfural. The polymer 
seems to be relatively stable and Trill not burst 
into flame. ?shen heated in a bunsen burner it Hill 
glow like chsrcoal after being thoroughly heated. 
Heating does not soften the plastic, 
and up to 200®C. has no effect on its strength. 
Above this temperature it will begin to show signs 
of failure by cracking, altho it depends largely 
on th6 rate of charge in temperature as to when it 
T/Till fail. '3hen overheated in a flame it retains 
its original shape but loses most of its strei^h. 
(2) Solubility. 
There is no solvent which has shown very 
cnich action on the furfural plastic. It is ^solute-
ly insoluble in most of the organic solvents as frell 
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as "srater. Stliyl acetate siioFed a ^ight darlcen-
ing in color, "but no chajige isras noticeable in 
the plastic. 
(3). Absorption of water, 
Altho the plastic is insoluble in -vrater, 
its structure seems to be sonesrhat oorous, altho 
•• w 
it is apparently very dense. SsBples weighed be­
fore and after long periods of soalcing have gained 
as mch as 10 per cent in Tj-eight. The •srater may 
be easily reaoved as is evidenced by the fact that 
it evaporates -srhile merely being exposed to room 
conditions. 
Action of acids and alkalies. 
Acids and alkalies seem to have only very 
slight effects on the furfural plastic. At room 
tesperature the only acid having any effect was nit­
ric acid, which acted very slotrly, giving it a red­
dish color. Soaking in alkalies did not affect the 
plastic. At hi^er temperatures sulphuric acid 
seans to have a disintegrating effect, but no par­
ticular reaction. 
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Comercial Applications. 
A. Gtolf tees» 
Tlie application of the fiirfaxal nolding 
laatexial to the aamifactnre of golf tees was a nat­
ural development due to the fact that the article 
produced is small and is for that reason mch bet­
ter adapted to the material in its present state of 
developiaent. 
It Tvas a simple isatter to maice a mold 
for a. golf tee in spite of its someTsrhat coarplicated 
shape. Due to the natural taper required in a golf 
tee, the aolds vrexe of such shape as to facilitate 
the easy removal of the tees after they had shrunk 
only a small amount. The ciip-shaped top iJThich is 
required to furnish a secure resting place for the 
"ball was obtained p-ithout any shaping device being 
required, as the natural meniscus of the liquid, com­
bined with the shrinkage during hardening caused a 
cup of the right proportions to be formed. 
Shapes of golf tees no"er on the market ^ere 
investigated and found to be of tTO general forms. 
The first type i^ere those having a gradual taper from 
the top to the point of the- tee. The second type had 
a distinct head on the tee, and the part -which isras to 
penetrate the soil -was of small and uniform diameter. 
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The second type "^exe therefore, more adapted to give 
a "unifora height of elevation for the "ball, trhile the 
first type could be varied aore to the whirss of the 
indivicfeial player. Molds for producing both types of 
tees Trere made. The first type was rsade by selecting 
glass tubing of the diaraeter of the head of the tee, 
heating it in a flase and dratring it domi to a taper, 
and finally putting a point at the end of the taper. 
In this ^ay, tiro tee molds ^ere made sinultaneorisly, 
and could be made quite rapidly- For the other type 
of tee, glass tubing was selected having the inside 
disaeter of the smaller shank of the tee. A section 
of the tubing was uniformly heated and a babble blomi 
to the size of the head of the tee desired. This bub­
ble -sras then split with a hot nichrcxse -rdre, and a 
point draro on the shank, and the sold was coaplete. 
After making a large number of tees in each 
type of mold it "sras observed that the gradual taper 
i7as the most sturdy, due to its thicker stem, and that 
the other type would require an exceedingly tough 
material to withstand the blow administered to a tee 
when a hard drive is made. The chief objection to the 
taper type of mold was the difficulty of obtaining a 
uniform mold so as to obtain a uniform product. This 
problem was solved by making the molds in a different . 
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Tray. A steel rod ttMcIi had a diameter such that it 
fit inside the glass tubing cniite closely, was 
machined at one end into a shape corresponding to 
the shape of the golf tee desired. This rod ts-as in­
serted in the tuhing and the glass was softened by 
heating until it had assumed the final shape desired. 
This procedure was not easily carried out until a 
little practice was gained, but soon was accosrolished 
at the rate of about one mold every three minutes. 
The ^ass used was 2" x ij-'' test tubes, and two molds 
were zsade from each tube. 
The molds were mounted on strips of wood 
which fitted in trays mounted in the drier oven. The 
molds were filled by using a large dropping funnel, 
having a ground glass stopper on which a handle was 
attached to facilitate the operation of the valve. 
The exit tube was tapered to allow the flow to be 
more easily directed as well as to regulate it to a 
certain rate when the valve was opened. The molds 
were placed successively beneath the exit tube by sup­
porting the wooden strips in a trough which allowed 
the strips to slide. 
The operation of this device was accom­
plished by sliding the molds along with one hand while 
operating the valve with the other. Molds were filled.. 
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at the rate of one per second very easily, provided 
a helper T?as near "by to dispose of the filled molds 
and to supply the easpty ones. 
In order to aaice the ahove operation raech-
anical the machine illustrated on plates No. 1 and Ho. 
2, was devised. By neans of this devise the molds 
•srere filled mechanically and the operator supplied the 
eapty molds and removed the filled ones to the drier. 
The liquid tras allowed to set in the molds 
before the drying was "begun. The heat was supplied 
"by placii^ the drier over a steam heated plate which 
gradually increased the temperature to 90®C. The tees 
•sirere dried according to the methods described in sec­
tion three. That is, the drying was in sose cases 
completed -s-hile the tees remained in the molds, which 
required from 2^ to 3° hours, or else were removed 
after a few hours of drying and completely dried as 
a group in ilrlenmeyer flasks. 
After removal of the tees from the molds, 
it was necessary to remove the jagged edge left at 
the rim of the cup on each tee, and this was accom­
plished by touching each tee to a strip of enery 
paper mounted on a wheel driven by a motor. 
The lustrous black finish obtained nat-
•urally makes the golf tee a veiry attractive article. 
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Eo-crever, due to tlie fact that a "bright color is more 
easily detected "by the eye, the use of bri^t colored 
paint would add to the value of the tee, since it 
could then be more easily found following its use. A 
nuaber of tees t?ere, therefore, painted by dipping 
the tees in yellow or red lacquer or enamel. Due to 
the original smooth surface, the paint took a beauti­
ful fini^ also. A number of methods of painting the 
tees were devised. One method ^as to insert the tees 
in strips of insulation board having holes drilled 
at regular intervals. The paint was applied by either 
raising a snail container of paint under each tee, or 
by inserting the tees of a whole strip into a trou^ 
of paint. S<xae difficulty was experienced in main­
taining all the tees at exactly the same height, so 
that the painting woiild be uniform, due to slight ir­
regularities in their diameter. This was solved by 
taking wooden strips and drilling holes in them 
slightly larger than the diameter of the point of the 
tee. The face and back of the strip was then covered 
with old inner tube rubber, and holes were punched 
where each hole had been drilled. The rubber then 
served by its elasticity to compensate for any irreg­
ularities in the tees, and held the tees all at a 
unifozrm hei^t. 
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In order to determine tlie co2Eiercial 
feasibility of the Eanufacture of golf tees from 
the furfural plastic, a study of the cost of their 
production was nade, using the equipment as devel­
oped to its present state of refinement, A snich 
better devise could no doubt be made which trould 
reduce the labor cost. The following is an esti­
mate of the cost of production of golf tees in a 
plant producing 3,6^,000 tees per year. This is 
based on a 3OO day year, and an eight hour day. 
1. Direct Material Cost. 
a. Furfural © .15/# 
b. Ammonia @ .20/# 
c. Kuxiatic acid ©.OI5/# 
§3310.00 
6Ug.OO 
I6S.75 
2. Direct labor cost 
a. "Biree men @ .50/hr 3600.00 
3. Overhead Cost 
a. Indirect material 
1. Glass mold breakage 
2. Fuel 
if32.00 
4-32.00 
b. Indirect labor 
1. Management 500.00 
c. General Service Charges 
1. Heat 100.00 
2. Light 25.00 
1(55 
d. Fixed charges 
1. Rent #240.00 
2. Taxes 25.00 
3. Insorance 10.00 
Total expenditure per year — 19*090.75 
Cost per 1000 tees produced - ^.05 
This plant would require the follotring 
smount of invested capital; 
Mold filling machine 50.00 
Driers 200.00 
Asmoniating equipment 25.00 
Polishing equipment 25.00 
Molds (glass) 1000.00 
Deposit on gas cylinders 50.00 
Stock supply 500.00 
TOTAL — 11^50.00 
It is evident that the capital ratio is 
veiry low, being less by far than the average indus­
try. Figuring a price of the product at §2.00 per 
thousand makes the capital ratio 1S50/17,2S0 = .107. 
The price of |2.00 per thousand is a very conserva­
tive price. The lowest priced wooden tee is sold for 
§2.50 per thousand in wholesale lots. In retail trade . 
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tlie price for wooden tees varies from five to twenty-
five cents a dozen, or froa f^.l6 to ^20.20 per thou­
sand. 
The price of §2.00 per thousand also allows 
a margin of $1.00 or 100 per cent of the production 
cost for the selling cost and profit. Althou^ sell­
ing costs are excessive, this should be sufficient 
aargin to allow for wholesale distribution, plus a rea­
sonable margin of profit# 
B. Buttons. 
The manufacture of buttons fron the furfural 
plastic presents considerable possibilities. Buttons 
are a cosnodity •srhich find universal use, and black but­
tons in particular are used very "sldely. 
To illustrate the practicability of molding 
buttons, the first molding of objects of that general 
appearance ^ras done on spot plates. These plates are 
made of porcelain and have usually tsrelve depressions 
per plate. These depressions vexe filled with the fur­
fural molding material and it was allowed to harden. 
The buttons which were formed had a bri^t surface due 
to the smoothness of the molds, but often had a mottled 
or grained appearance on the side exposed to the air. 
Larger buttons were molded in the bottom of a small 
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beaJcer. The buttons were aolded -rTithout holes and 
the holes were made by drilling after the buttons 
had hardened. The holes -^ere easiest to drill irhile 
the buttons were still freshly solidified, since 
the material is not so hard nor brittle at that tisie. 
It nould be unnecessary to drill the holes 
if the buttons xyere to be molded in molds designed 
for that purpose. The button molds would have 
parts. The lower half would have the greater depth, 
and in the center would have points raised to form 
either two or four holes, depending on the tjrpe of 
button to be molded, ihe liquid molding material 
would be poured into the lower half and when the top 
w£S put on the liquid would exactly fill the mold. 
The top part of the mold would also have points in 
the center which would make contact with those in 
the lower half when in position. The top half rould 
also be made so as to prevent air from being trapped 
in the mold. 
The molds would have to be made of glass 
or an acid resistant metal. Copper would work satis­
factorily and would be easy to prepare for molding. 
By using sheet copper, it could be stamped into the 
proper shape for forming button molds. 
The filling of the molds and hardening of 
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the buttons is-ould be a process siailar to that rorked 
out for 2ia3cing golf tees. 
The cost of the manufacture of these arti­
cles "VTOuId be comparable to the cost of the nanufac-
ture of golf tees. For a button weiring about a grao 
and a half, the cost Trould then be approxiinately >*1.00 
per thousand. The selling' price of buttons of this 
size is large enou^ to naie it possible that furfural 
mi^t adYantageously be used in a process such as this. 
Still larger profits are possible in molding buttons 
of greater diameter, such as are used on overcoats, as 
the selling price of these larger buttons is often 
exhorbitant. 
C. Sheets, rods, tubes and balls. 
Furfural plastic is not a siaple naterial 
to mold into variegated shapes, due to the shrinka^ 
which alT?ays has a tendency to is-arp or crack the pro­
duct. Many sheets were molded, but unless they "srere 
coiapounded ^th some filler, invariably vere T^arped 
to some extent. Several placques isrere molded on a die 
having an imprint of a college seal. An excellent im­
pression "sras obtained and the carping -sras only moder­
ate, so that some good-looking products irere obtained. 
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The sheets molded Tfith a filler took a 
good finish from a smooth surface, and the possibility 
of using than as floor tile was considered. However, 
their brittleness was a disadvantage, as a heavy weight 
or sudden "blow ^ould cause them too anich damage. 
Rods and tubes were molded in glass tubes 
or test tubes and many good samples were obtained. The 
chief rules necessary to obtain a good product was to 
do the drying slowly. By drying several days at iK)°C. 
and then gradually increasing the temperat'ore, cracking 
could be avoided. 
Two methods for molding tubes were used. 
The first was to pour the liquid about a glass center 
which was paraffin coated. The paraffin coat was nec­
essary in order to prevent the plastic from shrinking 
on the ^ass center so ti^tly that it could not be re­
moved. If the center was allowed to remain too long 
it would cause the tube to crack as it continned to 
shriiik. By the use of the paraffin the center was 
easily withdrajm. 
Since this method was quite laborious and 
also care had to be taken to insure centering the hole, 
a simpler method was tried. The plastic was taken 
when it had set to a syrupy consistency and placed in 
a tube and whirled. Centrifugal force held the liqaid 
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aigaiiist the sides of tiie tube "wliile it congealed. 
The Triiirling was accoaplished by using a hand centri­
fuge ijhich was adjusted so that the tube could be 
Tshirled on its long azis. 
This latter aethod gave some interesting 
results and ^ould be a practical method of nolding 
tubes. The method will only apply to straight tubes. 
Balls ;fere aolded with the plastic, by 
making glass molds fron two round bottom containers, 
which were cut so as to form a sphere when united. 
The easiest method of molding was to mix the plastic 
with a filler which wovld make a putty which was 
easily molded to shape. The balls produced had a 
shiny black surface, did not crack and were very 
resilient. The best filler was com cob flour. For 
a commercial enterprise these balls could be pro­
duced at low cost and would be very attractive. There 
is also a possibility that they could be used in such 
games as pool or billiards. 
D. The Use of the Plastic as a Binder. 
1. Sawdust. 
The use of fillers mixed with the furfural 
plastic has been discussed in section two. In that 
work only a relatively small amount of the filler was 
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used, so that the consistency of the jaixture was such 
that it could "be molded like clay. 
The purpose of this experiment was to use 
only enou^ furfural plastic to "bind and waterproof 
the safrdust particles. The plastic Tvas solidified 
with sulfuric acid as the polymerizing agent, using 
15 per cent by volume. The results of the tests are 
shown in Table No. l^i-. 
Each of the tests produced an exception­
ally hard and tough material. In each case a compar­
atively dry mix was obtained, but when pressure was 
applied a slight amount of the liquid plastic was 
squeezed out, indicating that there was present a 
sli^t escess. The amount of pressure applied is an 
important factor, as is shown by the fact that the 
last two samples show better qualities than the first 
two. 
The first three samples were tested for 
water absorption, ^th a hi^er plastic concentra­
tion the material is more waterproof, as is shown by 
the fact that the first sample was fairly waterproof. 
The second sample not only had less of the ple^tic 
but also less pressure and was therefore, not very 
water resistant. 
TABLE NO. 
Binding Power of Furfural Plastic on Sawdust 
Soft Wood 
No. Sawdust 
gms. 
Gypsum 
Furfural 
Plastic 
COS. 
Pressure per oent v/ater Absorp-
Tons per tlon 
sq. in. 1 hr« 2 hrs. 24 hrs. 
1 
2 
3 -
K 
30 
100 
50 
5  
10 
3  
5  
Ho 
IK) 
30 
20 
.55 l.Og 2.^7 
0.09 12.^5 35.35 
5.59 0.63 19.00 
H-
>-«• 
fO 
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2, Coal "briquetting. 
Farfural plastic vras coispared witli a num­
ber of other binding materials on Iowa coal. The 
first tests •srere made without pressure, and xrere made 
by adding the plastic to l6 mesh washed lovra coal and 
allowing the mixture to harden. Fairly firm bri­
quettes were obtained using as lo^ as I5 per cent by 
weigjit of the plastic. 
The tests using pressure were made using 
starch, tar and asphalt as is-ell as the furfural plas­
tic. The mixture was compounded in each case using 
five per cent by freight of the binder. In order to 
mix in the tar it ^as dissolved in some gasoline be­
fore mixing. The mixture was then pressed and the 
gasoline allpwed to evaporate. The asphalt -sras heated 
to the molten state and attempts nere then made to use 
it in the briquettes. Dae to the fact that the coal 
and the press were not heated, it solidified too rap­
idly to be used. 
The pressure TJas applied by placing the 
mixture in a die which had movable pistons on both 
sides of the briquette, so that pressure was applied 
from both sides. The die was placed in an Olsen test­
ing machine and a pressure of three tons per square 
inch applied. As soon as the desired pressure was 
il4 
obtained, the pressure was released and the briquette 
reaoTed. 
The results of the test showed that the tax 
was the best binder but that the furfural plastic was 
better than the starch binder. After weathering for 
2S days the tar binder was the least affected. 
surface of the briquettes contadning the furfural plas­
tic was disintegrated, but otherwise the strength of the 
briquette remained sbout the same. 
3« Abrasive wheels. 
The use of the new furfural molding inaterial 
as a binder for abrasive particles was suggested by 
the fact that BaJcelite, and particularly furfural-
phenol resins, as well as other plastics such as hard 
rubber are used eztensively in salcing abrasive wheels. 
Artificial grinding wheels may be divided 
into two classes, according to the type of bond en-
ployed. The older type is that which employs an inor­
ganic bond, which bond is made by heating the abrasive 
particles and the bond to a heat that will soften the 
bond, and bind the particles together. The shape is 
obtained by pressing the red hot mass. The second 
type is that which employs an organic bond, such as 
Balcelite or hard rubber. Both types of bond are 
adapted to certain uses. The organic bond has high­
er tensile strength and for this reason can be jun 
a great deal faster. The higher speed means an ac-
costpanying increase in cutting ability. 
Both types of bonds require heat and pres­
sure while the ne-Ej furfural plastic does not. This 
fact maJces the use of the furfural plastic attractive 
in the shaping of special grinding wheels such as are 
required for the cutting of ornamental stone. The 
specially shaped grinding wheels are expensive to 
nafce, and are quickly reduced in value by wearing out 
of shape. The furfural plastic could be used by 
mixing it with the abrasive particles, pouring the 
mixture into the aold of the desired shape, and al­
lowing the furfural to harden. After being used and 
worn out of proper shape, the remainder of the wheel 
could be crushed and the particles reused in making 
new wheels. 
With this idea in nind, a number of grind­
ing wheels were made- The abrasives tested were 
either carborundum or alundum and the size of the 
particles was graded in order to give a more dense 
product. The wheels were first made of small dia­
meter, usually about four inches. It was found that 
since the particles were non-absorbent, very little 
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liquid was required to i?et tiie surface, and tlms I f  
too rmch of tlie liquid was used it would merely set­
tle to the bottos of the nold- Two remedies for tiiis 
were used, the first being to mix in the liquid after 
it was almost congealed and second, to mix sone cob 
floTir with the abrasive to hold the liquid plastic 
in place. Both of these methods gave better wheels, 
/ 
although neither of them gave wheels as hard as those 
using commercial bonds. The method of testing the 
wheel was to press a piece of steel, as for instance, 
a screw driver, against the side of the wheel and 
to observe the amount of material broken out by t ist-
ing the steel piece. 
The wheels made with furfural plastic bond 
were never quite hard ^ough to be satisfactory. Some 
wheels were molded having a diameter of seven inches. 
Ihe best one of this group was prepared for a test as 
a grinding wheel. A hole was made in the exact center 
and it was fitted to a shaft by pouring molten lead 
about its central axis to insure a good fit. The wheel 
was mounted on a grinding machine and run at 25OO r.p.m. 
Ho signs of rupture appeared, so that it was evident 
that this speed would not strain it beyond its tensile 
strength. Grinding was done against a stone block. 
The grinding wheel was' worn t^te rapidly, altho due to 
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its porosity it presented the fresh cutting edges 
of new particles so rapdily that it cut at quits a 
rapid rate. 
Brushes. 
^e iBOst cosnon method for binding brush 
bristles so that there will be no loose hairs is to 
set the bristles in rubber. -This method of treat­
ing bristles has beccxne so well conmercialized that 
even the cheapest paint brumes usually have the 
bristles set in rubber. 
!Phe possibility of using the furfural plas­
tic in this fi^d is naturally suggested by the fact 
that it should be tried -cfherever other plastics are 
being used. There are other advantages -Aich suggest 
themselves in this field. Besides doing a^ay with 
the use of heat and pressure to bind the bristles, it 
is possible that the irhole bru^ may be formed in one 
operation—that is, the handle would be cast with the 
bristles molded right into it. 
•Rie bru^ bristles for the experiment were 
obtained from cheap paint brushes. A test tube was 
filled with the liquid plastic and the brush bristles 
inserted in the open end. It was soon discovered 
that capillary action carried the licruid up into the 
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"bristles so fax that after hardening too crucli of 
the "bristles ^ere "bound together. This "siras preven­
ted in two irays. One method was to bind the bris­
tles so tightly together that the liquid could not 
rise between the bristles. This method Trorked sat­
isfactorily on round brushes but not so well on 
flat brushes, because the flat shape va,s difficult 
to obtain when "binding the bristles tightly. The 
flat brushes were therefore made by dipping the 
part of the bristles which should not be bound to­
gether in paraffin. After the bristles were set, 
the paraffin isjas thoroughly removed by dissolving 
it out with gasoline. 
The brushes made in this manner -a-ere 
satisfactory in that the bristles -^exe thorougiily 
set in the plastic and -crcfuld not loosen. Difficul­
ties in the cracking of the handle, particularly 
if they Trere made too large for easy drying, were 
the chief objection to the use of the plastic. 
Use of the plastic in the same •ffay that 
the rubber was used gave better results. The tips 
of the bru^ bristles were dipped in the furfural 
plastic and then it was allowed to harden, binding 
the bristles firmly together. The bristles were 
then fastened to a wooden handle by means of a 
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strip of metal in the saiae manner that rubber set 
brashes are siade- The brashes ^rhich were aade in 
this "jray proved to be as tightly bound as the rub­
ber set brakes, soaking in rater or oil did not 
loosen up the bristles. 
S. Slectrical Uses. 
The furfural plastic has been found to 
have valuable insulating properties and it should, 
therefore, find aany uses as an electrical insula­
tor. 
There is a very great need for a cold 
casting aaterial -srhich has good insulating proper­
ties. If there ^-ere such a material it would find 
innoserable uses. An exaaple of such a use can be 
found in the splicing of modern telephone cables. 
Here there are often thousands of individual con­
nections to be made, each requiring a perfect in­
sulation froa every other one. If a liquid could 
be poured into this joint -srhich T;70uld at once in­
sulate every connection, it :70uld be invaluable^ 
The furfural plastic cannot yet satisfy 
these requirements. If it can be solidified 
the action of some material which is a non-conduc-
tor, the problem will have been solved. At the 
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present tine, the difficulties in the renoval of 
the acid poljiserizing agent is the factor -yThich 
prevents its use. It is possiole that the action 
of the silent electric discharge or other outside 
phenomena may be the way to solidify the plastic. 
However, the fiirfural plastic in its 
present state of dev^opnent can find many uses. 
Small insulators of all shapes can be easily moldr' 
ed and produced at small cost. 
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SUMMAHY AKD COIfCLUSIOHS 
Part One 
1. PolytMofurfural is a derivative of furfural 
•shicii may easily "be prepared by the treatment of an a<5aeous 
solution of furfural with hydrogen sulfide gas. The cost 
of the materials for prodncing one pound of this derivative 
is alDout thirty cents. 
2. polythiofurfural is an ultra accelerator for 
the vulcanization of rubber. It compares favorably id-th 
other commercial ultra accelerators and is more economical 
to use. 
3. Difuryl ethylene is a derivative of furfural 
produced by the distillation of polythiofurfural. It has no 
accelerating action for the vulcanization of rubber, 
i}-. Rirfural is an effective rubber softener cois-
parable to the comercial softeners now being used. However, 
since it is not exceptional, and is more difficult to use 
due to its volatility, it would not be feasible to use it 
since it has no advantages to compensate for its higher cost. 
1S2 
Part Tgp 
1. Furfurin when dissolved in furfural Trill react 
Tslth acid reagents to form, a black lustrous solid having 
properties suitable for use as a plastic. 
2« The furfurin solution may be prepared in one of 
tTTo -s-ays, "JThich are: (l)-15ie fiirfural zaay be heated to 120^0. 
and then treated ^th aarraonia gas in order to convert part of 
the furfural to furfurin, (2) The furfurin aay be prepared by 
heating hydroforamide for one hour at 120®C. and dissolving 
it in furfural. 
3. Ihe characteristics of the solidification re­
action are; 
(a). The furfural-furfurin-solution mil 
remain permanently in the liquid state. 
(b). The addition of the acid reagent will 
cause an irreversible change to the solid 
st at 6 • 
(c). The tonperature and aznount of acid 
reagent controls the tirae required to soli­
dify the liquid follOTTing the addition of 
the acid reagent. 
(d). The solidification talces place with­
out the application of external heat and 
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pressure. 
(e). The most suitable acid reagent is hy-
drochloric acid. Other acid reagents nay 
be used. 
"Hie addition of fillers to the liquid just pre­
vious to solidification is possible. The solidified product 
may accjuire variable characteristics depending upon the type 
of filler used. The use of a filler may facilitate the mold­
ing of some types of articles as -jfell as to lorer cost of 
the product. 
5- The properties of the plastic axe: 
(a). Density - l.i{-. 
(b). Tensile strength - 5OO #/3c.in. 
(c). Cosipressive strength - 35»000 
#/sq. in. 
(d). ^ecific resistance - 2 x 10"^^ 
ohas per cc. 
(e). Insoluble in -srater, organic sol­
vents, acids and alkalies, "srith the 
exertion of nitric acid. Absorbs up 
to ten per cent of its weight of -syater 
or other liquids. 
(f). Eon-inflamroable and infusible. 
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6. The defects of the plastic axe: 
(a). The difficult reaoval of the resi­
dual acid in the solid aatexial. 
(b). Shrinkage, -^raxping and cracking 
make the application of the plastic to 
many nses difficult, if not iiapossible, 
7. The plastic can "be used successfully in the 
production of nany small axticles such as golf tees, but­
tons and small electric insulating parts. 
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acid hardening agent. 
j 
I t 
j kl. Phillips, M. 
I product made from furfural and process of making 
sane. 
U. S. Pat. l,4iKL,59S (1923). 
Sine resins made by the reaction of furfural ;?ith 
ainines and ketones are described. 
KZ, Phillips, M. 
Resinous condensation product of lignin and furfural. 
G. S. Pat. 1,750,903 (1930). 
! t 
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Lignin is dissolved in furforsl and the nizture 
heated in the presence of HCl, giving a resinous 
product. 
43. Richardson, L. T. 
Forfursl-acetone resins and method of asking saae. 
The resin is prepared "by heatir^, first ^th an ^ 
alkaline catalyst and then with an acid catalyst, 
using pressure to mold the finished article, -r 
Synthetic resin and aethod of producing the sane. 
U. S, Pat. 1,652^93^ (I92g). 
Furfural is polymerized to a solid material by 
iceans of sulphuric acid or other inorganic acidic 
material* 
Cozaposition for making molded articles. 
U. S. Fat. 1,678,713 {192s). 
Abstracted in C. A. 22:37^1-7 (l92g), original not 
examined. 
A material v/ith good dielectric properties is 
formed by the condensation of furfural isith an 
insoluble proteinate such as soy bean or milk 
caseinate. 
Process for making furfural resins. 
U. S. Pat. 1,665,233 (192S). 
Furfural may be resinified by standing or by 
heating in the presence of a metallic salt catalyst. 
U. S. ?at. l,5giJ-,l41J- (1926). 
Richardson, L. T. 
Snell, H. S. 
k6, Trickey, J. ?. and Miner, C. 
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Trickey, J. ?. and Miner, C. 
Proaess for aaJcing furfural resins. 
U. S. Pat. l,665,23i|- (I92g). 
Furfural may be resinified by standing or by / 
beating in tbe presence of a metal catalyst. 
Triclcey, J, P. and Miner,C. 
Furfuralcobol resins. 
U. S. Pat. 1,665,235 (I92g). 
Furfuralcobol resinifies using HCl as a catalyst, 
the reaction being controlled by regulating the 
temperature. 
